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ABSTRACT

A successful transition from detention to living in the community is a critical step in

preventing young people from recidivism and entrenchment in criminal activity ( Utting
& Vennard, 2000). According to Outcare, an organisation that provides support services

to offenders, ex-otlenders and their families, there seems

to be dilliculty

accommodating newly released young people in existing accomt:1odation services:
additionally, many of these young people are not able to access existing support services
which contributes significantly to recidivist behaviour. The purpose of undertaking this
qualitative study was to examine the transitional support needs fOr young people leaving
detention. The investigation adopted an 'Action Research' approach and utilised a
reference group, involving stakeholders as experts in the field (Crane & Richardson,
2000; Wadsworth, 1997). A qualitative method was employed to collect data and to
extrapolate common themes and meanings. Data was collected Jfom three main sources
(a literature review and scheduled interviews with service providers and two you-~g
people), and the method of triangulation was adhered to. The findings of the research
will serve to intbrm Outcare on how to meet the needs of young people leaving

detention, so that existing services may be improved, and participants may get better
support when they depart the juvenile justice system.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The Background to the Study
The number of young persons in juvenile corrective institutions has declined
considerably over the last decade or so (Dagger & Mukherjee, 1994). The
Australian legal system has a separate justice system and separate courts fOr
young people. The separate system is recognition that the community is best
served when. juvenile justice is geared towards rehabilitating, rather than
punishing young people (O'Neill & Pitman, 2004). Evaluation of efticacy
should focus on tbe ongoing assessment of the appropriateness, effectiveness
and efficacy of the diverse programs that are in place within this rehabilitation

approach.
In contrast with the rehabilitative approach, many juvenile justice
systems focus their post-release efforts on surveillance and monitoring, rather
than on supporting young people during the difficult process of returning to
society. Often, young people leave the juvenile justice system inadequately
·prepared to make a successful transition from a highly structured institutional
environment to an unstructured and Often chaotic home environment (Canadian
Journal of Criminology and Criminal Justice, 2003).
According to. the National Youth Affairs. Research Scheme (1997) the
effectiveness of transitional programs cannot be viewed separately from the
wider juvenile justice sy~em and youth policy. Coventry, Muncie & Walters
( 1992, p. 21) point out:

Crime prev_ention, by current definition, is about rectifYing troublesome
behaviour. ay default, it has a disturbing tendency to establish the
boundaries of policy for all yOung people. What seems needed is a shift
in policy focus that de-emphasises the troublesome behaviour of
particular young people and ii-tstead accentuates the positive and creative
citizenship of all young people. This shift necessitates institutional
ch~nges and hot behavioural management.
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Podesta & Jones (1992) identity that youryg. people require an integrated,
holistic response that addresse~ the roo't -c~uses of the offen'dilig to provide any
solution to their propensity
to re~offen~. This study
aims to adriress this gap..
'

.

·-

~

The Significance of the Study

Studies examining juv~nile recidivism are widely recognised as useful·

for infonning criminal justice. pOlicy initiatives,

ho~ever Jew

studies in this area·

have ·been undertaken in Australia (Lynch, B~cknam & Kreflske, 2003): As· a
'
'
result, this investigation aims to make a significant contribution to Outcare, its ·

policies, service delivery and to society itselfthro·ugh crime preverftion._,
The sit,'llificance "of this research ·is that it will provide an interpi-etative
study that examines the transitional support needs fo"r young -people leaving .

.

detention. The investigation is part of an 'Action Research'
approach undertaken
on behalf of Outcart~ in collaboration with th.;: Youth Affairs Councif of WA,
"

Youth Legal Service and Edith Cowan University. The study will seek to
provide Outcare with information on how best to_ meet the needs of young
people leaving detention, so that existing services may be improved and
participants may receive better transitional support when they depart the
Juvenile Justice system.

The Purpose of the Study
The research will provide stakeholders with a clear picture of the
options, within the Perth metropolitan area, available to young people leaving
detention that will assist them to achieve a successful transition. In addition, it
will identifY the transitional support needs from the young peoples' perspective
and the service providers' perspective. Furthermore, there will be a focus upon
models that are currently in use elsewhere that may be effective and may be
appropriate to implement within the Perth metropolitan area.

Objectives
The objectives of the research study are:
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>

To identifY serv1ce delivery models currently m use nationally and
internationally.

>-

To identifY the types of setvices that are currently being offered to the
target group within the Perth metropolitan area.

>

To identifY the setvices the target group would favour being offered
within the Perth metropolitan area.

>

To identifY the mismatches between the setvices currently being offered
to the target group and the setvices that the targe! group would prefer to
be implemented.

>

To make recommendations on alternative types of setvices that may be
needed in the Perth metropolitan area.

Research Components
The research study is comprised Of six main components:

:o- A search of the current literature identifying the risk factors associated
with young people and re-offending.

>

A search of the current literature identifYing other models of setvice
delivery, which appear to be effective nationally and internationally.

';;. Scheduled intetviews with service providers (i.e. detention centre staff,
youth housing providers, counsellors).

>-

Scheduled interviews with young people who recently have left
detention.

>

An identification of the mismatches of the current setvices that are
provided to young people, the setvice practitioners' perception on young
people's transitional support needs and the young people's perceptions
of their own needs.

>

To offer suggestions for change of new transitional support setvices that
might be needed.
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Reference Group
An initial step for the research project was to establish a reference group.
The group consists of five individuals, representing a range of 'sectors'
(stakeholders): Mr Peter Sirr, Executive Director, Outcare, Mr Kit;~ Crabb,
Senior Case Manager, Outcare, Ms Cheryl Cassidy-Vernon, Manager, Youth
Legal Service, Ms Meredith Turnbull, Executive Officer, Youth Affairs Council
WA, and Ms Jude Bridgland Sorenson, Lecturer, Edith Cowan University.
Throughout the project the reference group, as the experts in the field, was
involved by providing views and feedback in structured ways. Furthermore, the
reference group discussed and negotiated the process of the project, providing
input and make informed decisions (Crane & Richardson, 2000). The
stakeholders involved in this research project are:
Outcare - Outcare operates a Reconnect Program which targets 'at risk'
young people (10-18 years of age) who have come into contact with the
Juvenile Justice system.
Youth Legal Service - Youth Legal Service focuses service delivery on

meeting the legal needs of young people {up to the age of25).
Youth Affairs Council of Western Australia (YACWA)- YACWA aims
to be a united, independent active advocate for the non-government youth
sector serving the young people of Western Australia.

Edith Cowan University - The School of International, Cultural and
Community Studies at Edith Cowan University provides training for Youth
Workers to assist young people in their social, personal and cultural
development.

Key Definitions
Recidivism
For the purpose of this research project recidivism is defined as return to
detention. For the purpose of this study, recidivism is defined as stated by the
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Australasian Legal Infonnation Institute (12 February, 2004) "recidivism relates
to the repetition of offending".

Crime prevention
Crime prevention is defined as interventions designed to forestall crime
without recourse to the criminal justice system (Australian Crime Prevention
Council Western Australia, 1995).

Triangulation
For the purpose of this study triangulation is defined as
cross-checking the existence of certain phenomena and the veracity of
individual accounts by gathering data }rom a number of informants and
a number of sources and subsequently comparing and contrasting one
account with another in order to produce a.~full and balanced a study as

possible (Open University Course E111, 1988).

Young people
Outcare Reconnect Service Provision defines young people as people
aged l 0 to 18 y~ars of age. This definition is used in this project.

Social authorities in Sweden
The social authorities in· Sweden are social agencJes, which act
independently from the Government ministries. The Government ministries are
relatively small and merely policy-making organisations, allowed controlling the
social authorities by policy decisions but not by direct orders, prohibiting

interfering with the day-to-day operation in an agency or the outcome in
individual cases.

Perth metropolitan area
For the purpose of this research Perth metropolitan area is defined as
stated in the classification used by the Australian Bureau of Statistics in the
200 I census.
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Summary
This chapter gave a brief overview on the background, the significance
and the purpose of the study. Furthermore, the chapter explained the objectives
of the study and the research components. Finally, the significance of the
reference group was discussed in more detail. The next chapter is comprised of a
literature review, which is the basis of the research study.

CHAPTER2
SEARCH OF THE CURRENT LITERATUJ,ffi

Introduction
This chapter is dedicated to a critical review of the current literature.
both nationally and internationally, which focus on issues associated with

transitional support needs for young people leaving detention. The literature
review is divided into two major sections. The first section consists on an
overview on •juvenile recidiviSm•. The second section reviews and evaluates
previous research studies and literature examining transitional support needs for
young people leaving detention. The review focuses on national and
international literature giving examples of different philosophical approaches to
juvenile justice. The review also looks at single-issue interventions and their
effectiveness from Australian and International sources. A summary of the main
points and recommendations according to the literature review will then be
outlined and presented for review.
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Juvenile Recidivism

There is no consensus on how to measure juvenile recidivism. Most state
juvenile corrections agencies do not routinely collect data of this kind. The
absence of research is largely due to the limited availability of appropriate data,
data comparability across criminal justice system agencies and the substantial
resources that are required to piece together the data that is available (Australian
Institute of Criminology, 2003 ).

According to the Australasian Legal

Information Institute (12 February, 2004) recidivism relates to the repetition of
offending, but for research purposes it is generally defined as return to prison. A
person who appears before the court with a history of prior convictions, reflects
the past failures of the system to provide rehabilitation and deterrence and
presents a particular problem to the sentencing 1udge or magistrate. Where on
any previous occasion a court has sentenced the offender to imprisonment, the
prospect for the offender to receive a non-custodial sentence on a later occasion
is very slim. The more times imprisoned, the lesser the prospects of
rehabilitation and the greater the prospects of re-offending.
Lynch, Buckman & Krenske (2003) argue that although studies

examining criminal recidivism are widely recognised as useful for informing
criminal justice policy initiatives, few studies in this area have been undertaken
in Australia. Furthennore, the under-researched nature of juvenile-to-adult
offending trajectories has meant that the fmdings of such studies are somewhat
inconsistent. One of the main findings that have emerged from previous research
is that assignment of severe punishments for early criminal behaviour can result
in greater recidivism. Courmarelos and Weatherbum (1995) argue that in terms
of levels of harm inflicted on the individual as a result of an intervention, the
least harmful response by the State for the majority of first-time juvenile
offenders is to 'do nothing'. Conversely, it is also obvious that intervention of
some degree must be directed towards serious recidivist offenders if the shortterm and long-term interests of both the offender and the broader community are
to be respected.
The Australasian Legal Information Institute (12 February, 2004) states

that the Department of Family and Children Services in New South Wales
commented on the effects of institutionalisation as follows:
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... there is greater recidivism of comparable offenders after
institutionalisation than after probation; institutionalised young offenders
committed more car thefts and break-and-fmters after release than did
probatiOners after completion of their orders; recidivists who had been
institutionalised committed more assaults, more malicious damage than
those placed on probation; and remand in custody increa<;ed the

likelihood of recidivism (p.J)
The NSW Department of Juvenile Justice in a 1996 report on juvenile
recidivism fOund that the majority of juvenile offenders would not reappear after
their first proven offence; furthennore, it is a small proportion of juvenile reoffenders that account for a large percentage of juvenile offences. Moreover, the
study found that 70 per cent of juvenile offenders had only one proven criminal
appearance in the Children's Court. A further 15 per cent had just two proven
appearances. However, 9 per cent of juvenile offenders were responsible for
almost one-third of all criminal appearances.
In an analysis of the NSW Department of Juvenile Justice recidivism
study Cain (1998) states that males are one-third more likely to re-ofi'end than
~

females; the younger an offender is at first court appearance the greater the risk
of future offending. More than 75% of the 11 - 13 year olds did so within two
years (Youth Studies Australia, 2002). Young people who commit, as their first
offence, a common assault, break and enter, or motor vehicle theft are more
likely to re-otfend, whereas those that first commit a sexual ommce, drug
offence or offence against good order are unlikely to re-offend. Young peOple
given a custodial sentence, community service order, or supervised probation as

'.,

their first penalty are more likely to re-oJfend than first time offenders given
lesser penalties, such as fines or nominal penalties. Moreover, young people
who were dealt with by a non-specialist Children's Court were also more likely
to re-offend than juveniles who first appeared before a specialist magistrate
(Cain, 1998). The recidivism study also identified that persistence in juvenile
crime is marked by progressively shorter periods until the next offence.
Furthennore, the majority of offences for which juveniles appear and re-appear
in the Children's Court are property offences and not crimes of violence .

.

Juveniles, who re-offend, including persistent offenders, do not escalate to more

'

serious and violent crimes. Even those who first committed a violent offence,
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when they re~offend, were more likely to commit a subsequent property crime
(Cain, 1998).
The absence of women in criminological writings has been criticised by
researchers, including Smart (1995) and Heidensohn ( 1996). Female criminality
has not generally been treated as a particularly pressing social problem; not only
because of its comparative rarity but also because of the nature of the offences
committed by women (Carrington, 1993). Statistics indicate that court
appearances by women are mostly by first offenders not recidivists (Alder,
1998). Therefore, they pose no particular problem to the agencies of social
control. As a consequence, academic research into female criminality has failed
to attract much interest or to receive very much 'official' support or finance,
hence the relative scarcity of studies in this area (Smart, 1995).
The number of Indigenous young people in detention has. almost halved
since 1994. However, despite this reduction, they are more than seventeen times
more likely to be in detention than

non~Indigenous

young people (O'Neill &

Pitman, 2003). Results of research showed that Indigenous young people are
over~represented

in arrest rates, court appearances, and detention statistics and

were most likely to progress from the juvenile to adult systems, with 86 per cent
compared to 75 per cent of non-Indigenous young people entering the adult
correction system and 65 per cent compared to 41 per cent serving a prison term
(Department of Juvenile Justice, 1996). Beresford & Omaji (1996) suggest that
involvement in offending behaviour and subsequent arrest and detention or
incarceration is so common that it has become a rite of passage for indigenous
young people. Incarceration of Aboriginal young people is becoming a normal
part of growing up, where Aboriginal young people "grow up in a peer culture
in which the experience of remand is common" (p.117)..
Many juvenile justice systems focus much of their

post~release

efforts on

surveillance and monitoring (in other words checking to ensure the offender is
meeting the conditions of release), rather than on supporting young people
during the difficult process of returning to society. ln. many places, young
people leave unprepared to make the transition from a highly structured
institutional environment to

an

unstructured

and

often chaotic

home

environment. Furthermore,. there is not enough support for them in the
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community to reinforce any gains they made whilst in detention. According to
the Canadian Journal of CriminolOb'Y and Criminal Justice (2003) part of the
problem is a lack of coordination among the juvenile justice, school, mental
health, drug treatment and court systems.
Literature suggests that homeless young people are at greater risk of
becoming victims of criminal activity than are their peers who have a stable and
supportive home environment. Young people become homeless for a range of
reasons often involving high levels of conflict within their families including
sexual and physical abuse. There is clear

evidenc~f young

homeless people

being perpetrators of crime as a means of economic survival (Developmental
Crime Prevention Consortium, 1999). Consequently, young people preparing to
leave detention often do not have a home. They often return to communities
whereJ>ersistent ~erty, lack of jobs and affordable housing make finding a
pennanent home difficult. Even young people who have places to live have
policies or practices, including restrictions on access to subsidized housing.
Ogilive (200 I, p.2) identifies accommodation as
... central to any genuine attempt at re-intet.rrating newly released
prisoners. The cost of four weeks bond, one month rent up front, plus
connecting the electricity and a phone, is more often than not beyond the
financial capacity of people immediately leaving prison (p.2).
Enhanced re-entry mechanisms, with their promise to help offenders
better navigate the straits between incarceration and home, are seen by many in
the field as one of the best hopes to reduce recidivism and in the process
improve lives, maintain public safety, and reduce the costs of the criminal
justice system. National-level policy makers are paying attention to this issue
and have begun to support the idea that existing ex-offenders find housing could
be a way to help reduce recidivism and thus ease the strain on corrections
agencies and keep communities safe (Rodriguez & Brown, 2003 ).
Bennett ( !993) believes that the most important part of juvenile re-entry
planning is supporting families and helping them take the lead role in a
juveniles' return to the community. It is extremely important for justice
authorities to involve family members in the treatment and rehabilitation of their
children. According to the National Mental Health Association (2004) family-
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focused interventions have shown positive impacts on child and family
functioning, 'delinquent behaviour', and recidivism.
Howell eta! (1995) and Farrington (1996) point out that knowledge of
the factors in young people's lives associated with an increased risk of offending
and re-offending is gaining ground as the driving force behind new communitybased initiatives to make it Jess likely that young people will commit crime in
the first place. Solutions to young people and their offending require an
"integrated, holistic response which addresses the root causes of the offending"
(Podesta & Jones, 1992, p.334). The major risk factors have been identified as:
homelessness and family fuctors, such as low income; poor parental supervision;
harsh or erratic discipline; physical abuse; parental conflict; having a parent with
a criminal ;ecord and having parents whose attitudes make allowances for antisocial behaviour and Jaw breaking. Another risk factor identified was school
tactors, such as low educational achievement starting in primary school;
aggressive, disruptive behaviour (including bullying); Jack of commitment to
school (including truancy); and attending a disorganised school. Furthermore,
community factors such as availability of illegal drugs: !,'Towing-up in a
disadvantaged area with a high population turnover, community disorganisation
and neglect, and lack of attachment to the neighbourhood among residents were
identified. Moreover, iridividual and/or peer factors were recognised as risk
factors. These included hyperactivity and impulsivity; attitudes that condone law
breaking; early involvement in crime (under 14); friends involved in crime and/
or whose attitude condon~ law breaking (Riggs, 1998).

Single-Issue Interventions and their Effectiveness from

Aust~alian

and

International Sources
Recent research has produced evidence of modest reductions in
offending rates achieved by a range of interventions tailored to the offending
related needs of individual offenders (Gendreau & Ross, 1980; McGuire &
Priestley, 1995; Gendreau et al., 1995). These reviews highlight individual
programs whose effectiveness in reducing re-offending has been established
through evaluation. Lipsey ( 1995) analysed the results from 440 evaluations by
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usmg the technique of' meta-analysis (which reduces the characteristics of
individual studies into summary .r;tati.stics that can be aggregated to produce an
overall "etlect size" tOr an intervention). The aim in this study was to establish
which types of intervention had achieved the most signilicant and positive
effects. Conversely, Lipsey ( 1995) sought to identiJ)' types of programs that had
consistently achieved nothing or even produced a negative elli!ct. The outcomes
of the studies suggested that 45 per cent of juveniles who had taken part in
rehabilitative programs were in further trouble with the Jaw an average of six
months after intervention. By comparison, the average recidivism rate among
control juveniles who received no intervention was 50 per cent. This indicates
that 5 per cent of the overall reduction in recidivism rates is attributable to
intervention. Further investigatiof)'revealed factors that appeared inlluential:
(a)

The age, ethnic background, previous criminal history and
other characteristics of young ofl'enders were modestly
related to etlect size. Programs with juveniles who were older
and had longer criminal records tended to show larger
reductions in 'delinquency' than interventions with young
offenders and lower risk groups.

(b)

Factors relating to the type of intervention and the
circumstances in which it was delivered related very strongly
to the extent to which recidivism was reduced (Lipsey, 1995).

According to Lipsey ( 1995) three different types of rehabilitation
programs were identified as showing an average reduction in recidivism rates of
20 per cent or more. These included programs such as:
;.. . Programs desib'lled to improve personal and social skills.
).. Programs focused on changing behaviour.

>-

Multiple service programs combining a number of different
approaches.

On the other hand, there were two types of intervention where the
evaluations identified an average incre~se in recidivism, including:

>-

Vocational counselling.

:;.. Incarceration.
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McGuire ( 1995) states that there is no single outstanding approach to
preventing re-otlCnding that is guaranteed to succeed. However, punitive
measures such as shock incarceration are ineffective. They are counterproductive. According to the Austrahan Institute of Criminolob'Y even a
relatively short term in custody on remand was found to sibrnificantly increase
subsequent oflCnding (64.3 per cent) compared to being placed on remand at
home (36.6 per cent). Trotter ( 1995, p.l63-177) has also pointed out that "more
serious orders can influence the propensity to re-offend through a process of
criminal socialisation, and that community service orders and other structured
programs that bring otlCnders together can actually serve to mabrnifY the very
deviance that such responses to otlending are intended to reduce".
Within community-based initiatives in crime prevention, the objective is
to re-integrate young people that are leaving the juvenile justice system and link
ommders into services that exil)t within their own community. Placement of
olli!nders with community agencies such as counselling services, psychological
services, educational and drug rehabilitation bTfOUps is aimed at improving the
situation lOr oflCnders in the hope of reducing their likelihood of re-otlending.
Some offenders, however, see programs of this kind as an intrusion into their
daily lives. The disruption to their routine is considered by some offenders to be
more ditlicult to cope with than the total loss of freedom encountered in prison
(Vernon & McKillopp, 1991 ).

Sports a11d RecreatioiJ
Mason and Wilson ( 1988) conducted a research project that examined
tile eflCcts of sports and recreation on youth offending. Paying particular
attention to Aboriginal youth ollending, the positive etlects of sport/recreation
on the reduction of delinquent behaviour have been documented. By reducing
boredom through the implementation of positive alternatives, namely sport and
recreation prob'fams, has been successfUl in reducing youth offending patterns.
A Kimberley community made similar suggestions tOr crime prevention when
consulted, '' ... we need more things tOr kids to do to keep them out of trouble,
like recreation centres, basketball courts and discos" (Kimberley Regional
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Justice Project Report, /\pril, 2003). According to Hazlehurst ( 1990), sport and
recreation programs have proven successful by many Aboriginal communities
and greater success seems to lie in

Aboriginal~initiated

programs. Each

community is unique; therefOre programs must meet the needs of the young
people in a way that the community would deem suitable and effective.
However, Mason and Wilson ( \988) warn against depending only upon sport
and recreation programs lOr the reduction of youth onending; although they
strongly support the important role these play in community crime prevention
initiatives. ··we need to be careful in the context that recreation, whilst.being a
positive contributor, cannot achieve a result in isolation. Other support
mechanisms also need to be provided (Mason and Wilson, 1988, p.l44 ).
Sutton ( 1990) cites that the 'Bonnemaison Program·, a French initiative
rn the early 1980's, in which the French equivalent of our local government
bodies, provided fUnding to community groups developing crime prevention
programs. What Bonnemaison did to prevent ongoing crime was to ask social
workers to identif}• problem brroups within the community and develop
programs aimed at diverting these young people away from the antisocial
behaviour in which they were involved. For example, one of their programs took
young pl;)ople involved with gangs who harassed and assaulted train travellers
and paid them a salary to attend drama workshops. The workshops produced a
video in which the young people portrayed their lives on the Metro. It was
claimed that this program directly reduced the likelihood of these young people
continuing the activity that brought them to the attention of authorities.

/lousing

The lack of housing presents a major, perhaps insurmountable, obstacle
to successfUl

re~entry

to many inmates about to be released. Homelessness has

grown among the general population over the years for several reasons,
including a widening gap between rich and poor and a growing shortage of
atl'ordable

low~income

housing in cities. A scarcity of well-paying jobs and

limited access to education or training also contribute to the problem. People
who lack independent living skills or have physical or mental disabilities may be
even more vulnerable to becoming homeless. It is likely that young people
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leaving detention face some or all of these problems as they seek housing after
prison (Rodriguez & Brown, 2003 ).
Results of'a recent research study by the Australian Housing and Urban
Research Institute (2003) found that the housing factor is the most predictive of
re~incarceration.

Furthennore, the study established that

ex~prisoner

represent

one of the most transient groups in Australia. Causal links were made between
having to move often and deteriorating relations with family members or
friends, increasing drug use, unsuitability of accommodation lo.cation, expense
of accommodation and not wanting to be a burden by staying too long with
friends and relations.
Nevertheless, it is important to recognize in social research and its'
interpretation that correlation does not equal cause (Earle, I 999). Frequently in
the research literature, factors associated with becoming homeless are confused
with outcomes of homelessness. Common examples of this concern mental
illness and crime, both of which are at times 'linked' to homelessness without
any clear understanding of whether this occurs prior to first becoming homeless,
whether it accompanies the situation of homelessness, whether it is an outcome

of homelessness (Hutson & Liddiard, 1994 ).

Examples of Different Philosophical Approaches to Juvenile Justice from
the International Literature
In this section I will review three approaches of juvenile justice other
than those that are current in Australia.

The Scandinavian Approach
In the Scandinavian countries 'juvenile delinquency' does not exist in
the same sense as in many other countries. There are no special codes for
'juveniles' with regard to status offences and the same criminal code applies to
both young and old. In Sweden prison sentences are rarely issued to young
people who have not yet reached the age of 18. Social legislation is used to a
great extent to regulate reactions to crimes committed by 'juveniles'. The social
services play a substantial greater role, in comparison to most other countries, in
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society's reaction to criminal acts committed by young people. This may be due
to Sweden's political climate with its strong central power, its politicians in
collective search for solutions and its strong economic growth (Samecki, 1985).
Sweden is a pluralistic welfare society with a highly developed public
sector. The ideas of welfare and pluralism also contribute to the relatively great
amount of tolerance and humanity shown towards persons who deviate from the

'

norm. These ideas are considered to be important in the tbrmulation of the
measures to be used in regard to young offenders. Relatively substantial and
long~term

criminality is required before the authorities are allowed to undertake

more fur~reaching measures. The emphasis on treatm;:nt instead of punishment
is also considered to be more humane. However, the ideas behind it have been
questioned (National Council for Crime Prevention, 1986).
The main political parties are in substantial ab'Teement about the
importance of avoiding incarceration. They also agree that when incarceration
must be used, it must maintain human character and offer treatment programs
and opportunities to keep inmates in contact with society. Additionally, the
media tend to manifest a balanced and tolerant attitude toward offenders and the
work of prison and probation authorities (Osterdahl, 2002).
In Sweden the social authorities do not have the task of punishing young
people for their crimes. Therefore, when the social authorities make a decision
regarding a suitable measure as a reaction to a criminal act, the decision is based
solely on a young person's social situation. If a young person has a ,serious
history of criminality that naturally belongs to the overall picture of his or her
social situation. The fact that Swedish law places the entire responsibility on the
social authorities for the reaction to crimes committed by individuals Wlder the
age of 15 means that their criminality is considered to be a social problem (The
Scandinavian Research Council for Criminology, 1991 ).
The social authorities' measures have the aim of helping the young
oft'ender out of the social situation that is causing to commit crimes. The
measures vary substantially, depending on which factors are deemed to be
causing the young person's delinquency. Measures for individuals with minor
criminal histories are usually limited to one or a series of talks with the young
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offender and his or her parents. If it becomes apparent that there are serious
problems at home (economic problems or internal conflicts), an attempt will be
made to resolve these problems. The family then has certain possibilities to
receive economic support, therapy, a contact person and other forms of support.
In some cases the family can get a social worker who can meet with them at
home over a longer period in order to help the family members resolve various
problems, for example the family's economic planning, their leisure time
problems, and conflicts in relations. In cases of extensive asocial behaviour,
which holds a threat over a young person's development, 'moderate coercive
measures' are utilised. These measures are somewhere between voluntary
measures and custody for social care. However, currently these measures are

seldom used (Snare, 1991 ).
Osterdahl (2002) states that the development of the Swedish Prison and
Probation Service must emphasize the humane and just treatment of offenders
maintain safety and security and influence offenders, toward a crime-free life
and enhance the quality of supportive management. Important steps have been
taken towards

positive changes,

which involved the roles, functions,

organization and working methods of all categories of staff.

The French Approach

Another overseas model is operating on the principle that crime is a
structural problem in society and that the causes, rather than the results, need to

be dealt with. The distinguishing feature of the French system introduced in the
mid 1980s, is the total coordination of resources at the local level and directed at
solving the underlying reasons for crime in an area. This approach reflects the
view that sentencing and law enforcement refonns are insufficient to reduce
crime rates. A coordinated attack on underlying causes such as poor housing, the
alienation of young people, drugs and structural unemployment is therefore

needed (Select Committee to Youth Affairs, 1992). The French model
recognises that youth crime prevention must involve some constructive,
enriching, broadly based community approaches such as:
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;... Provision

of

integrated

employment,

welfare

and

accommodation services.
);>

Facilitating communication amongst young people and
between young people and local inhabitants.

).. Establishing working groups to combat drug abuse.

? Provision of for compensation to victims of crime.
);. An emphasis on community policing.

Project Greenlight
Helping ex-offenders return successfully to communities helps prevent
recidivism. The staff of Project Greenlight, an eight-week re-entry program at
Queensboro Correctional Facility, came to the same conclusion. Greenlight was
implemented in 2002 as a partnership of the New York State Department of
Correctional Setvices, the New York State Division of Parole, and the· Vera
Institute of Justice.
The project provided an array of transitional services, including housing
assistance as one of the program's cornerstones. Greenlight systematically
identified inmates needing housing, developed relationships with transitional
housing resources in the community and helped

inm~tes

develop a plan for

where they would live upon release. Project Greenlight's broad goal was to
address a spectrum of re-entry issues during the final months of incarceration,
intebrrating the efforts of both corrections and parole staff It required close
collaboration with community-based organisations and inmates' families so exprisoners could establish connections with people able to support them after
their release.
The 348 men who participated in Project Greenlight at the Queensboro
Correctional Facility - a minimum-security state prison in New York City -·
attended mandatory workshops focusing on job readiness, practical skills and
cognitive-behavioural tools. Project Greenlight trained two Division of Parole
institutional officers and two Department of CorreCtional Services counsellors to
be re-entry case managers. Thus, both the state releasing agency

~

corrections --

and the state agency supervising people in the field - parole - had roles in
preparing inmates for the ~on from prison. Re-entry case managers helped

•
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the men prepare individual release plans that served as guides for both the
individual prisoner and their parole officers.
To connect the men with organisations that could support them in the
community, Project Greenlight

~rought

to Queensboro representatives of

programs that addressed employment, education, substance abuse, family issues
and constructive leisure time. Re~entry case managers assisted participants in
securing appointments with these groups and with other organisations that did
not visit the facilities.
Part of the family re~integration programming was that the people could
invite their families to Queensboro to participate with them in regular
counselling sessions, which aimed to help the men strengthen bonds with family
members where it was possible, reconcile their expectations with those of their
families and plan how they would fit back into family life.
Project Greenlight's effort to provide housing assistance demonstrated
that prisoners prt:paring ·for release could be prevented from going to homeless
shelters or the street. The project's

comm~nity

coordinator worked full time in

the prison and devoted approximately half of his time to. providing housing
assistance. The coordinator systematically asked the people if they wanted
assistance and then worked intensively with them and \Vith community
organisations to make sure iniTiates had a place to live when they left.
However, the project also had to deal with obstacles to serving homeless
inmates. Greenlight staff made several assumptions when they decided to assist
inmates with housing. One was that people who would request assistance truly
would be homeless ·- that they would not have anyone with whom they could
Jive. Staff learned that many people had relatives who were able to provide
housing but that they were restricted from living with them because of criminal
justice related policies and practices. A second assumption was that people who
were homeless would ask for and accept assistance. This was not always true.
Nevertheless, evaluation of the project confinns that Greenlight's effort
to use existing resources more effectively by connecting inmates to housing
resources in the community demonstrated that such collaborations can be
successful (Vera Institute of Justice, 2003).
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Conclusion

What is clear from the literature is th~t solutions to young people and
their offending require an "integrated, holis.tic response that addresses the root
causes of the offending" (Podesta & Jones, 1992, p.334). Detention does not
resurrect or redeem these young people's lives. In fact, severe punishment for
early criminal behaviour can result in greater recidivism (Lynch, Buckman &
'
Kr~nske, 2003 ). As pointed out by a famtly youth outreach worker in an article
in Youth Studies Australia (2002,p. 4) " ... the number of re-offenders would
drop if there were more services to get them back into mainstream society ...
What stop them re-offending are opportunities for employment, opportunities
for training and education, stable and affordable accommodation and hooking
them into meaningful and affordable recreation pursuits".
The search of current literature suggests that the following factors
associated with young people and recidivism play a key role in developing
effective support strategies for young people leaving detention:

··'

)o-

Social and demot:,rraphic factors.

)o-

Homelessness.

;.:. Institutionalisation (there is greater recidivism of comparable
offenders after institutionalisation than after probatiof!).
;.:. Unprepared transition from a highly structured institutional
environment to an unstructured chaotic home environment.
;-

:;;;. Lack of coordination between support services and juvenile
justice system.
;.... Professionalism of staff.

? Unemployment and/or low income.
Y Low educational achievements.
;,.. Family factors.
).. Parental conflict.
:,0.. Drug abuse.

;;.. Developmental and/or psychological issues.

Y Physical and/or sexuaf'abuse.
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Recommendations

This is what the literature suggested:
)>-

Support programs tailored to the individual's need (culturally
appropriate).

} Parenting and other family based programs.
);>

Support for finding affordable accommodation and housing.

-, Rehabilitation programs tailored to the individual's need.
)>-

Support programs for job seeking, education and training.

? Support through community involvement (Community Mediation

Center).
);.. Support for mental and/or physical health issues.
)>-

Mentoring.

)>-

Support for accessmg affordable meaningful recreation and
leisure activities.

>-

Change in media attitude towards its' reporting of young people
within the juvenile justice system.

);. Agreemf:nt within the political parties on the importance of
avoiding incarceration.
).- Raising public awareness.
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CHAPTER3
RESEARCH METHODS

Theoretical Framework
The research is a qualitative study and is positioned within a teminist
framework. The study utilised a critical paradigm and tacilitate the use of
multiple types of data to increase understanding and interpretation of meaning

(Sarantakos, 1993; Morse, 1989). Feminist qualitative research shares in general
the assumption of "intersubjectivity' between the researcher and the participant

and the mutual creation of data. Participants, along with the researchers,
constructed the meanings that became 'data' for later interpretation by the
researcher (Olesen, 1992). Furthermore, the study is concerned about inequities
and inequalities derived from male dominance rooted in the gender, economic
and structural spheres (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998 ).

Methodology
The project utilises an 'Action Research' approach. According to Burns

(1990, p.252) Action Research is:
the application of fact finding to practical problem solving in a social
situation with a view to improving the quality of action within it,
involving the collaboration and co-operation of researchers, practitioners

and laymen (p. 252).
This type of research is characterised by a number of criteria. Burns
(1990) notes that actbn is situational (it diagnoses a problem and attempts to
solve it), collaborative, participatory and self-evaluative (for it involves a
constant evaluation of its process and modifications to adjust research and
practice).

Proponents

of action

research

criticise

the theoretical

and

methodological basis of conventional social research, both by its challenges and

by its claims. Winter ( 1987, p.2) notes:
it challenges a scientific method of inquiry based on the authority of the
"outside" observer and the "independent" experimenter, and it claims to
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reconstruct both practical expertise and theoretical insight on the
different basis of its own inquky.,p~ures (p.2).
Furthermore, the methodology used in this research project is qualitative;
where the tbllowing characteristic elements suggested by Sarantakos {1993),

will guide the implementation of this action research namely:
:,.. 'It assumes that the social world is always a human creation not a
discovery; consequently interpretive science tries to capture reality as it
is, namely as seen and experienced by some of the stakeholders.
:, It tries to capture reality in interaction .
.,. It studies a small number of respondents who are representative of a
cross section of the stakeholders.

,. It employs non-probability sampling methods, such as 'Purposive
Sampling'.
,. It attempts to present the infonnation gathered verbally, in a detailed and

complete tbrm, not in numbers or tbrmulas.
,. It uses no quantitative measures or variables.

i- The researcher tries to approach reality without preconceived ideas and
pre-structured models and patterns.
,. It perceives the researcher and the researched as two equally important
elements of the same situation. Respondents are not reduced to variables,
units or hypotheses, but are seen as parts of the whole. Reducing people
into numerical symbols and statistical figures results in Joss of a
perception of the subjective nature of human behaviour.
,. Its purpose is to interpret meaningful human actions and interpretations
that people give of themselves or others.

,. It attempts to capture the meaning and regularities of social action.
,. It aims to understand people, not to measure them.
,. It employs research procedures that produce descriptive data, presenting
in the respondents' own words their views and experiences.
,. Interpretive inquiry ultimately is a moral inquiry' (p.45).
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Research Questions
Two key research questions arose from an analysis of the problems of
the practitioners in the situation, specifically; 'What are the transitional support
needs for young people leaving detention and, What would it take to improve
the

transitional

support

needs

for

young

people

leaving

detention?'

Consequently, Outcare identified these problems and the need to improve the
transitional support needs for young people leaving detention. The research
involved the collection of qualitative data. Due to the application of multiple
methods for the data collection and the process of triangulation, the study ought
to result in a rich and considered document where the reality of major
stakeholders has been gathered and interpreted.
The three main components of the data collection are;

>-- A comprehensive literature review.
).- Scheduled interviews with service providers.
;;.. Scheduled interviews with two young people.

Sampling Procedure
This

res,~arch

project utilised the 'Purposive Sampling' method, a non-

probability sampling method, which is usually used for exploration and
qualitative analysis. According to Sarantakos ( 1993, p.138) this procedure does
not

employ

'the

rules

of probability

theory

and

does

not

claim

representativeness.' In this sampling technique the researchers purposely choose
subjects who, in their opinion, are thought to be relevant to the research topic. In
this case, the judgment of the reference group as experts in the tield is more
important than obtaining a probability sample (The process of sampling
involved identification of the informants, for example, young people and service
providers), and arranging times for meeting them.
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The Literature Review
The literature review features an overview on young people and
recidivism (Australasian Legal Infonnation Institute, 2004 ). Furthennore, it
examines both current national and international service delivery models to
identity the resources and services that have been effective for young people
leaving detention and making a successful transition (Bennett,

1993).

Publications of English literature, as well as literature that has been translated
into English, was used for the review. From the initial information collected,
suggestions were made on what kind of transitional support young people need
to achieve a successful transition from detention to living within the community.

Scheduled Interviews with Service Providers

The main emphasis of the interviews with the service providers was to
identity, from a service practitioner's point of view, what options are available
to young people leaving detention, what services are currently being accessed by
young people and what services need to be implemented to improve the
transitional support needs for young people leaving detention. Data was
collected from a cross section of service providers, who deliver services to
young people leaving detention, including government and non-government
agencies such as local housing service providers, case workers and detention
centre staff. Sampling was executed through the 'Purposive Sampling' method
as discussed earlier. Standardised interviews were held with representatives
ffin~,different agencies

using interview schedules (questionnaires). The

schedules featured mainly open questions.

How were the Service Providers Chosen?
From the search of current literature, the following key factors associated
with young people and recidivism determined the sampling of the service
providers.
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Sodo-Demographic Factors
According to the Crime Research Centre ( 1999) the local government
areas of Swan, Belmont, Victoria Park and Perth exhibit high rates of 'juvenile
otlending' while Bassendean, Vincent., Stirling, Fremantle, and Kwinana occupy
the second rank. Consequently, care was taken to especially target service
providers from those areas, namely Cyril Jackson Youth Service, Bassendean,
Youth & School Help Services, Midvale, Swan Emergency Accommodation,
Centrelink Youth Services Unit, Victoria Park, Passages Northbridge, Mission
Australia, East Perth, Fremantle Youth

Service~

and Great Mates Crisis,

Accommodation Spearwood.

llome/essness
The research project addressed the key !'actor of homelessness by
choosing agencies or organisations that provide services such as crisis
accommodation, supported accommodation and any other means of providing
housing tOr young people leaving detention. The agencies and organisations
covered here were: Great Mates Crisis Accommodation Spearwood, Swan
Emergency Accommodation, Passages Northbridge and Fremantle Youth
Services.

fllstitutiollalisation
According to the literature review there are greater incidents of
recidivism of comparable otl'enders after institutionalisation
probation.

than

after

Institutionalisation is one of the key factors associated with young

people and recidivism. Ther-:tOre, Rangeview Juvenile Remand Centre was an
appropriate choice.

Uuemploymellt ami/or Low l11come
The research project addressed these key t3ctors by interviewing statT at
South East Metropolitan Youth Association, Fremantle Youth Services and
Centrelink Youth Services Unit Victoria Park.
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Low Educatioual Acllieveme11ts
Findings of the literature review point out that another key factor
constitutes low educational achievements. For that reason Cyril Jackson Youth
Service and Youth & School Help Services Midvale were asked to participate in
the project.

Family Factors
What is apparent from the literature is that family factors, such as
dysfunctional families and/or parental conflict, play an important role when
addressing issues with young people and recidivism. Hence, Safe Care and the
Bentley Family Centre were chosen to participate.

Drug Abuse
Drug abuse is one of the key factors associated with young people and
recidivism. Services who deal with these issues were asked to participate and
included Mission Australia Youth Withdrawal and Respite Service and the
Bentley Family Centre.

Developmental and/or Psyclwlogical/ssues
Developmental and/or psychological issues were also key findings of the
literature review. To address these issues Bentley Family Centre and Safe Care
were asked to take part in the research project.

Physical am/lor Sexual Abuse
From the investigation of current literature it is evident that physical
and/or sexual abuse are/is factor(s) associated with young people and
recidivism. The agency addressing these and other related issues chosen to
participate in the project was Safe Care and the Bentley Family Centre.

Professionallsm ofStaff
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The examination of current literature revealed that professionalism of
staff is a factor associated with young people and recidivism; hence, only
'professional staff was interviewed.

Scheduled Interviews with Young People
Scheduled interviews were held with two young people who had reoffended and recently had been released from detention. The interviews took
place at Outcare, 27 Moore Street, East Perth. The participants were recruited on
the basis of expressions of interest by the young people themselves (Sarantakos,

1993). The main focus of the scheduled interviews was to identify and highlight
the transitional support needs of young people leaving detention from the young
person's point of view. Furthennore, the participants were encouraged to
explore their feelings, reservations, hunches and instincts around the res·.)arch
issue. Last, but certainly not least, their hopes and dreams for the future. Each
interview session lasted approximately 40 minutes. The sessions were guided by
a set of questions. The interviews were tape recorded, with the respondents'
pennission. Later, notes were taken from the recorded data in order to check
infonnation gathered from the sessions. Care was taken to build a relationship of
trust, where the participants felt free to speak.

Data Analysis
The tape~recorded interview sessions were transcribed at Youth Legal
Service. The researcher collated, coded~ entered, cleaned, preliminarily analysed
and interpreted the survey data. The qualitative data analysis involved
development of a data set describing the main issues and grouping the
information into appropriate theme ar~as, creation of a qualitative data base
capturing non·quantitative comments and sample descriptions (Winter, 1987;
Merriam 1998; Guba & Lincoln, 1991). I have found, as did Merriam (1998)
that data analysis is ongoj__~g and often informs the next level of analysis of data.
Once the data was

~sed, a descriptive report of the findings was

prepared that provides summary tables and infonnation. Interpretation of the
findings was then undertaken. A final major document was prepared that
36
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encompasses the literature review, discussion of methodology, description of
samples and process, findings, interpretations and recommendations.

The Pilot Study
The decision was made that prior to the commencement of data
collection, a pilot study would be initiated. A pilot study is a small-scale replica
and a rehearsal of the main study (Sarantakos, 1993). The purpose of a pilot
study is to discover possible weaknesses, inadequacies and problems in the
research method. This is achieved by testing the suitability of the research
method and research instruments, by giving the researcher the opportunity to
practice research in a real situation and environment prior to the commencement
of the major study; and to test the response of the ·participants to the method of
data collection and thereby detennine the adequacy of their structure
(Sarantakos, 1993). Pilot studies are very useful instruments and offer
invaluable infonnation on reliability and validity of a research project (Morse,
1989). For this research project I interviewed one young person. As there were
no problems apparent regarding the research method and research instruments,
data gathered from the pilot study was included in the data gathered for the
major study.

Research Process and Ethics Considerations

It needs to be reiterated that there are a variety of critical ethical
considerations that need to be acknowledged when involved in scheduled
interviews. Strategies for ensuring that respondents are not adversely affected by
engaging in this research included the guarantee of confidentiality, the provision
of referral if needed and the voluntary nature of the research. Where respondents
agreed to participate, it was assured that the participants were anonymised (see
appendices letters to parents and young people). Infonnation arisen from the
project were not use? for specific operational purposes, but were used to inform
policy development and implementation of diverse transitional support
programs for young people leaving detention.
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Participants were provided with an 'information sheet', which explained
the rationale of the study in plain lanbruage. and a 'consent form' which ensured
voluntary participation in the project (see appendix). Furthermore, where
participants were quoted, pseudonyms were used. Before the commencement of
the interviews participants were briefed about the purpose of the study, the
process for the interviews and their rights as participants (e.g. the right to

withdraw at any stage).

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Research Approach
Limited

time

and

financial

resources

restricted

the

research.

Furthermore, the project encountered significant difficulty in recruiting the
research particiJ.Jants, as young people leaving detention are often in a very
vulnerable position and therefore, are reluctant to be interviewed. The initial
plan to hold focus groups at Banlsia Hill Detention Centre was eliminated; due
to a recent change relating to research after the project had started. This resulted
in a small sample size. There was the potential for legal issues to emerge during
the course of this research. For instance, young people may have revealed
information about themselves and their peers regarding criminal acts or
engagements. Participants were advised not to give any information that might
incriminate themselves or their friends except, and unless, a strict 'no names'
approach was adhered to throughout the interview session.
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CHAPTER4
DATA ANALYSIS

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings of the study and to

provide an explanation of the schema used in structuring the key issues that
emerged from the interviews, the literature review and the discrepancies that
have become apparent. The intersections between what the literature says, what
the service providers say and what the young people say, formed the relational
basis for the emergent themes. This chapter will present quotations from young
people and service providers and refer back to the literature. (Additional data is

found in the appendix).

Summary of Themes Identified by Service Providers
Service providers identified issues as important to re-offending; see
Figure I. There was good agreement (over 60%) on four issues: financial issues,

acco~ssues,

break down in families, and drug abuse. Service

providers thought that organisational issues, basic needs, intervention strategies,
physical and sexual abuse, gender issues and 'offending as a game' were
moderately (30% ~ 60%) important issues relating to re.offending. There was
little agreement by the service providers (less than 30%) on issues relating to
social structure, lack of good mental health and media perception. It needs to be
noted that individually mentioned intervention strategies were discussed as a
single category.

.
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1= Financial issues
2= Accommodation issues
3= Break down in families
4= Drug abuse
5= Basic needs
Lack of education and training
6= Offending as a game
Unemployment and/or low income
7= Intervention strategies
Other issues
8= Organisational issues
9= Sexual and physical abuse
Gender issues
10= Lack of opportunity
11 = Lack of good mental health
12= Media perception

Figure I. Bar graph of perceived factors that contribute to young people
re-offending from the service provider's perspective.
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Summary of Themes Identified by Young People
The group of young people was small. The two young people
interviewed both mentioned the following issues as important to re-otfending:
accommodation issues, dysfunctional families, basic needs, financial issues,
mental health, professionalism of staff, infonnation and advertising of services,
gender issues and unemployment and/or low income and drug abuse.

Agreement and Disagreement between Young People and Service Providers
and the Literature
The theme clusters can be grouped together and presented within seven
categories fanned by the intersections of what the literature, service providers
and young people a1:,rree on; what the literature and the service providers agree
on but not the young people; what the literature review and the young people
agree on but not the service providers; and what the service providers and the
young people agree on but not the literature review. By organising the theme
clusters in this way, it is hoped that the schematic structure will give clarity and
depth to the study findings. The categories appear in figure 2.
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7 What the Young
People say

Figure 2. Diagram of the schematic structure of the seven categories.
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Category 1: Factors Identified in the Literature, by the Service Providers,
and by Young People.
Eleven main issues relating to re-offending were discussed. The issues
are ordered from the most important issue to the less important issue from the
service providers' point of view. The literature, the service providers and the
young people agreed on the following issues:

Y Accommodation issues

>-

Financial issues,,/

Y Dysfunctional families

>-

Drug abuse

Y Basic needs (recidivism as a ~mean to an end')

>-

Lack of education and training

).- Unemployment and/or low income

Y Organisational issues''
Y Gender issues
);. Mental health

>-

Lack of-opportunities

The issues will now be discussed in the order of perceived importance to service
providers.

Accommodation Issues
The literature asserted that accommodation was an important 1ssue
relating to re-offending (Ogilive, 200 I; Podesta & Jones, 1992; Rodriguez &
_Brown, 2003; Australian H.Qusing and Urban Research Institute, 2003; Youth
Action Housing Option, 2002). When asked the young people what happened
when they got out last time both participants described their journey
resp~ctively:

I've been jumping from place to place sin.ce I was 14 ... 1ived at friends
places, stuff like that. .. ,BasicaHy you have· nowhere to go or anythin"g. I
· was living on the streets. And it's a vicious cycle ... you are hungry and
you shoplift to survive ... and _you end up in something like Rangeview or
Banksia. (Matthew)
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And another thing we need more beds - there has been many times when
kids have been sent to some place and there were no beds. There is
nothing. (Matthew)
We slept in an old empty house and drank rainwater out of an old
bath ... (Roberta, 16 years).
When the service providers were asked, from your experience why do
you think young people re-offend, two thirds (69%) of the service provider
respondents believed that accommodation issues were the most significant
reason for young people to re-offend. The service providers' perception of
accommodation issues was explained more from a macro level. That means that
accommodation issues are not seen as single-issues, but more as a result of a
wider problem or change within the family structure.
Accommodation habits are changing. We don't have traditional nuclear
families anymore. Families often exist of single mothers. The young
person especially the sons are taking over the father role. When the
mothers have a boyfriend, often the son does not get along with the
boyfriend. Often the result is that the son leaves the house with nowhere
to go. Crimes are committed to survive and to supplement the cost of
accommodation. (Service Provider)

Fillalrcial issues
The litc;ature (Bennett, 1993; Podesta & Jones, 1992; Ogilive, 200 I)
agreed that financial issues are a significant factor relating to re-offending.
Young people also agreed that this is an important factor.
Mark Latham and John Howard say we care about the future of our
children ... if they care about this they need to get off their bloody arses
and do something ... they have to spill some money ... I was shoplifting to
survive out in the streets. It's a vicious cycle ... if you really need money
you break into somebodies house or steal a car ... (Matthew)
The service providers (76%) strongly a1:,rreed that financial issues were
important factors relating to re-ofttmding.
The level of debts prevent young people to move on ... crime pays fOr
substance abuse ... young people are recidivists by choice ... they
acknowledge that they are better off in detention. Young people have
three meals and a roof over their heads. (Service Provider)
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Dysfunctional Families
Another significant factor apparent in all three data sources in relation to
young people and re~offending was dysfunctional families. The literature
(Bennett, 1993; Podesta & Jones, \992) asserted that dysfunctional families are
one of the major issues associated with re-otlending. Both young people also
mentioned dysfunctional families as important issues. The young people
described their thoughts as follows:
I see so many young people being kicked out of their homes or whatever.
More common than not, most crime committed by young people is
because of survival or in a way revenge towards parents or things like
that'. (Matthew)

When my grandma died (I was living with her at the time) everything
went gradually down hill. I gave up; I lost hope'. (Roberta)

When the young people were asked, if they needed help, whom did they
turn to, family members or relations were not mentioned.
Most service providers (over 60%) mentioned dysfunctional thmilies as
an important issue.
Breakdovm in families is the biggest trend ... our society is based on
'Nuclear Families' - this is not the norm anymore ... there is no family
support or the support network is not very positive. Parents don't support
their children (Service Provider)

.

Drug Abuse
The literature (Cain, 1998; National Mental Health Association, 2004;
Alder, 1992) agreed that drug abuse has an impact on young

~peoples'

re-

otfending. Young people also agreed that drug abuse is a factor assOciated with
re-otlending.
I've inherited alcoholism third generation. know I've got a problem.
My mother, my !:,1fandmother and my auntie are alcoholics. (Roberta)
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I need to go down to the doctors, so I can get back my 'dexies' so I can
concentrate more. I wouldn't even think about going back to TAFE, if I
wouldn't have my 'dexies'. It would be a waste of time. (Matthew)
The service providers (over 60%) thought that drug abuse is a significant
factor relating to young peoples' re-otfending.
Drug abuse is only a link in the chain. Why did the young person abuse
drugs in the first place? The need to re-otfend stops, when the need for
drugs Stops, the need for drugs stops, when the root causes of the cycle
are addressed. (Service Provider)

Basic Needs
The literature (National Crime Prevention, 1999; Ogilive, 2001) agreed
that basic needs are a major fact in relation to re-otfending. Service providers
(46%) believed that basic needs play a moderate factor in young peoples' reotfending.
Young people re-offend ..because their basic needs are not met. Often
young people recognise that they are better off being inside (detention) three meals and a roof over their heads. (Service Provider)

Young people also agreed with the view that basic needs are an
important factor in relatioO to re-offending.
I was shoplifting to survive on the streets. Basically, you have nowhere

to go or anything. You are hungry, you shoplift. If you really need
moneY. you steal someone's car or break into somebody's house.

-(Matthew)

Lack of Education and Training
The literature (Podesta & Jones, 1992) agreed that a lack of education
and training has an impact on young peoples' re-oftending. Service providers
(other issu~s) mentioned that a lack of education and training has an. impact on
young peoples' re-otfending.
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We need more courses fOr young people, especially life skill programs
and work experience programs ... lndividual education plans are
important. (Service Providers)
Young people also mentioned a lack of education and training as a factor
relating to re-offending.
I've always wanted to be a Marine Biologist... but then my grandmother
died~ I was living with her. Everything went down hill. (Roberta)
They want somebody trained. I'm at the point right now where I don't care
where I work as long as I'm working, which really sucks because at the end
of the day, you might get a job that you don't really like. (Matthew)

U~temployment

and/or Low Income

The literature (Canadian Journal of Criminology and Criminal Justice,
2003; Podesta & Jones, 1992; White, 1997) agrees that unemployment and/or
low income is a significant factor relating to re-otfending. Young people also
agreed on this issue.
I was on the streets again. I had no income and things became a little bit
desperate and there were three of us and none of us had eaten for five
days ... We decided one night that we all had enough and we picked up
our weapons and committed a robbery. (Roberta)
People are not willing to hire an 18 year old, they want someone
younger, someone trained. I know they don't hire me, because somebody
younger is cheaper. It's a real curse ... l'm at the point right now, where I
work as long as I'm working, which really sucks, because at the end of
the day, you might get a job that you don't really like. I'm a finn
believer in yes - work for the money, but if you don't enjoy your job,
you don't enjoy life and you're stuck in a job where you never wanted to
be. (Matthew)

The service providers (46%) agreed that unemployment and/or low income had a moderate impact on re-offending.
Young people re-offend as a means for financial support ... benefits from
crime pay for medication, food, public transport, cigarettes and
supplement the cost of accommodation. The types of offends are often a
barometer of young people's needs. (Service Provider)
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Organisational Issues
Organisational issues were pointed out by the literature (Canadian
Journal of Criminolof,'Y and Criminal Justice, 2003) as an important factor
relating to re-offending. Both young people also agreed on this issue.
The possibility to do something is there. They just have to spill some
money. It's so frustrating. (Matthew)
The service providers (30%) moderately agreed that organisational
issues had an impact on young peoples· re-otli;:nding.
The local government needs teams. Organisations and agencies need to
liaise with each other. Often the question is raised, 'who is in charge of
what'? Agencies are reluctant to liaise with each other, because of the
confidentiality code. Departments at a high level need to communicate. I
it can happen at a high level, it can happen at the grass roots and vice
versa. (Service Provider)

Meutalllealtlr
Another significant fbctor relating to re-oflt!nding is mental health. The
literature points out that mental health is a lllctor impacting on young peoples'
re-oflending. Young people also agree the mental health is an important issue.
Now my dream is to get out of this rubble, stop wallowing and having
everyone else wallow around me. This is bringing me back down ... I've
noticed of all my associates that are street kids ... it·s in their heads ... it's
something they've been dwelling on and no one has actually listened'.
(Roberta)

Another thing I need to do is go down to the doctors, so I can get back
my 'dexies' so I can concentrate more. I wouldn't even think about
going back to TAF.E, if! wou.ldn't have my ·dexies'.lt would be a waste
of time. (Matthew)
ServiCe providers (less than 30%) thought that mental health had only a
mmor impact on young peoples' re-oflending. Service providers who did
mention :t-rcntal health as an important issues described the issue as fOllows:
Mental health problems have a significant impact on the lives of young
people. We need to improve the mental health services for young people;
young people lhll through the gaps. (Service Provider)
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Luck of Opportu11ities
The literature (Wilson & Lincoln, 1992; White, 1997) suggests that a
lack of opportunities is an -issue associated with re-ofHmding. Young people also
strongly agree on this point of view.
I've worked so hard and I've been rejected so many times, because of
my lifestyle, and I didn't have enough money. It breaks your spirit. You
don't want to do it anymore- you don't want to keep trying. (Roberta)
Service providers (23%) believed that a lack of opportunity is only a
minor factor in relation to re-offending.
There is Jack of opportunities tbr young people in terms of education,
employn1ent and accommodation. (Service Provider)

Category 2: Factors Identified in the Literature, and by the Service
Providers but not Mentioned by Young People.
Four issues were mentioned in the literature and by the service providers
but not mentioned by young people. The issues are ordered in terms of
perception of importance by service providers.
';- Offending as a 'game'
:;.. Intervention strategies
;,... Physical and sexual abuse

J.. Media perception
O[[endi11g as a 'Game'
The literature mentioned offending as a 'game' as a factor relating to
young peoples' re-offending. Service providers (40%) also believed that this is a
moderately important factor in relation to re-offending.
Young people see offending as a 'game' ... some think it's a game.
(Service Provider)
More common than not, most crime committed by young people is
because of survival or in a way revenge towards parents or things like
that. I've noticed that with kid~. No one does it, because they really
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enjoying doing it. They do it for a reason, whether they know what the
reason is or not (Roberta).

Jntervemiolt Strategies
The literature (Lipsey, 1995; Gendreau & Ross, 1980; McGuire
& Priestley, 1995; Counnarelos & Weatherburn. 1995) agreed that intervention
strategies have an impact on

re~otfending.

Service providers (46%) are also in

agreement with the literature that intervention strategies are filctors relating to
re~offending.

It is important to note that intervention strategies are discussed as a

single category. Also service providers, when interviewed did not explain what
was meant by intervention strateb'Y·
Intervention needs to go back to the grass roots, otherwise it won·t work.
There is always a reason for the crime. Why did the young person rc~
offend in the first place? Why did they take drugs in the lirst place?
Where did the cycle start? Young people have ditlCn:nt layers of need. It
is important to see the individual. What works fOr one person does not
necessarily work fOr another. Somebody rc-otlCnds, gets punished. But
incarceration doesn't work. (Service Provider)

Physical am/lor Sexu11l Abuse
The literature (National Crime Prevention, 1999) pointed out that
physical and/or sexual abuse is an important issues relating to young people and
re-offending. Service providers {30%) believed that physical and/or sexual
abuse is a factor impacting on young peoples'

re~otfending.

Abuse, especially sexual abuse has to be dealt with in a more direct way.
(Service Provider)

Media Perceptio11
The literature (Blagg & Wilkie, 1995;Bessant & Hill, 1997)
agreed that media perception is a factor impacting on young peoples' reoffending. Service providers (less than 30%) believed that media perception is a
.significant factor relating to re~offending.
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The media plays up juvenile offending. Especially Aboriginal young
people f3.ce more ditlicult tasks when facing the courts. Media is antiAboriginal young people.

Category 3: Factors Identified in the Literature and by Young People but
not Mentioned by Service Providers.

,_ Professionalism of staff
:,.. Infonnationladvertising of services

Professionalism ofStaff
The literature (Bennett, 1993) suggested that professionalism of
staff is a factor that impacts on re-offending. Both young people also pointed out
that professionalism is an important factor.
They've said they (service providers) understand and stuff but they
haven't shown that they do understand and you still think in your head,
no- you don't, you're just telling me that you understand. It's kind in a
way that you need proof. Proof that people do understand and they have
been there. You need more people that have been there, done that. .. and

seen it all. (Roberta)

Information/Advertising ofServices
The literature (Lipsey, 1995) agreed that information and
advertising of services have an impact on young peoples' re-offending. The
young people also recognised this issue as important.
There is not enough information out there. Most of the times they don't
know (especially the younger kids). We had a 12 year old there the other
day ... I am one of the older ones out there and if people have problems
they tum to me, which is one of the good things I got going for me. I
help them out. The thing is there is so little information out there for
them. Service agencies expect kids to be in Centrelink or places like that.
but otherwise there is nothing. They don't have infbnnation like this in
schools either. Even if they do, it (infonnation) is hiding on a small rack
in some place and it's never going to catch people's eyes, 'cause it's a
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pamphlet and kids are not really going to worry about it. The thing is
there are some kids that can't go on Centrelink payments or things like
that, so they don't get the information, because they don't go there. It

just makes it hell'.

Category 4: Factors Identified by the Service Providers and Young People
but not Mentioned in the Literature.
There were no issues identified by the service providers and young
people in this category.

Category 5: Factors Identified only in the Literature and not Mentioned
by Young People and Service Providers.
There were no issues identified only in the literature and not mentioned
by young people and service providers.

Category 6: Factors Identified only by Service Providers and not
Mentioned by Young People or in the Literature.
There were no issues identified only by the service providers and not
mentioned by young people and in the literature.

Category 7: Factors Identified only by Young People and not Mentioned in
the Literature and by Service Providers.
There were no issues identified only by young people but not mentioned
in the literature and by service providers.

Summary
There was agreement by the literature, the service providers and the
young people on most issues relating to young people and re-offending. The
researc~

fmdings for future direction of policy and service provision will be

discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTERS
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Introduction
This chapter discusses the implications of the findings of this research
for policy and service provision in Western Australia, for service provision

generally and for future research and the limitations of the findings. The chapter
begins by discussing the seven categories formed by the intersections of what
the literature, service providers and young people agree on; what the literature,
and the service providers agree on but are not mentioned by young people; and

what the service providers and the young people agree on, but is not mentioned
by the literature. The chapter then concludes with recommendations for service

provision and policy in generaL including Outcare, and for future research.

Issues Identified in the Literature, by Service Providers and by Young

People (Category I)
This category was concerned with the issues mentioned by the literature,
the service providers and young people in relation to young people and reR
offending. The study revealed that there were many issues on which the
literature, service providers and young people agreed. Accommodation and
financial issues were mentioned most frequently. It was also agreed that release
presents young offenders with a difficult transition from the structured
environment of a detention centre. The research literature, the service providers
and the young people all at:,rreed that many young people, after release, have no
place to live, no job and no family or social support and often lack the
knowledge and skills to access available resources for adjushnent to life on the
'outside'. If service providers provide programs and supports that are aligned
with research outcomes, where young people, service providers and literature
agree, young people are more likely to cooperate when offered these services.
That means the services are more likely to be effective and are more likely to
achieve positive outcomes for young people leaving detention.
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There was agreement between literature, service providers and young
people that there are a range of government and non-government programs and
supports available to young people le(!ving detention that help break down some
of the barriers between institutional and community life. Both service providers
and young people were concerned at the lack of coordination between
supporting programs and the literature affmned that coordination is essential.
This implies that there is a need for coordinating and managing the services, so
programs and supports are readily available and easy to access for young people
leaving detention. It will ensure that young people and service providers will use
the services and resources available, more effectively.
Literature, service providers and young people agree that incarceration is
not effective in dealing with young people's re-offending. This observation
implies that funding resources should be diverted into support for young people
leaving detention and alternatives to incarceration, rather than supporting the
extremely high cost of keeping young people 'locked up' in detention centres.
This has implications for the support of young people leaving detention. If fewer
young people. are incarcerated, fewer need support when they leave detention
and within the same overall budgets, more per capita funding is available to
support those leaving detention.
The research literature, service providers and young people agree that
incarceration does not work, yet in Western Australia, imprisonment and
juvenile detention levels are well above the national average (Crime Research

Centre, 2002)
Currently, in Western Australia, we are echoing our penal past through
the exhibition of a rigidly punitive community attitude that seeks to
reduce crime by keeping offenders out of the community through
detention. This is based on the mistaken belief that detention is the most
effective response to offending and in some way acts as a general
deterrence. Such a response fails to take into account the complex social
problems, such as homelessness, family breakdown, unemployment,
mental illness, physical and sexual abuse, and substance abuse that
contribute to offending behaviour and the special disadvantage of young

Aboriginal people (Cassidy-Vernon, 2004).
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An ABC radio interview with Christopher Binse, a repeat offender who
smce the age of 13 has spent most of his life behind bars, affirms that
incarceration does not work.
I just wasn't happy at home and it's as simple as that... I just kept on
running away, and that started the whole ball game really .. .I'd run away
and break into cars and steal cars just to sleep and stuff like that, and that
caused me to come into contact with the police, be arrested, and sent to
juvenile detention centres .. .It wasn't a place I should have been really at
the end of the day. If they had addressed the issue then, then I wouldn't
have chosen this path ... That didn't help me at all, if anything it just
spiralled things further. I just started to learn more about crime ... it was
eduction in further crime (Australian Broadcasting Corporation, 1 March

2005).
In addition, legal measures designed to create disincentives for drug
abuse and crime can complicate efforts to re-establish a place in society. In
Western Australia, under the new legislation, the courts and Supervised Release
Review Board have the option of imposing juvenile home curfews and
electronic monitoring for juveniles. This initiative clearly identifies the young
person as an offender and therefore makes re-integration and respect for privacy
difficult. Supporters of these measures would argue that curfews are designed to
keep yoWlg people away from the lifestyle that supported their participation in
criminal activities, to make it more difficult for young people to re-integrate into
a life style that supports criminal behaviour. Home curfews cannot effectively
do this (White, 1996). The problem is the overriding harm that is caused if
young pe'Jple released from custody are subject to curfews. Home curfews

displace young people even more from their community and set them up for
failure. Because curfews, as part of an intensive supervision order are more
often than not subject to contravention (Cunneen & White, 1995).
In 1990, Australia signed the United Nations ConVention on the Rights
~fthe

Child (CROC). However, 15 years later there is little evidence to suggest

that Western Australia has responded to CROC (Cassidy-Vernon, 2004; Blagg
& Wilkie, 1995). The latest initiatives of the

S~te

Government to reduce

juvenile offending are of great concern. Electronic monitoring involveS wearjng
a leg bracelet, which clearly identifies a young person as an offender. The leg
bracelet will enable authorities to track a young person's movement and restrict
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his or her movement within the community; yet, article 40 of the United Nations
Convention of the Rights of the Child promotes re-integration, and respect for

privacy (Cassidy-Vernon, 2004; White, 1997).

'

Issues Identified by the Literature and by Service Providers but not
Mentioned by Young People (Category 2)

This category was concerned with the iss.ues mentioned by the literature
and service providers, but. not mentioned by young people. The findings of this
study revealed that the young people disagreed with the literature and service
providers on these issues:

»»»-

Intervention strategies
'Offending as a game'
Media perception

? Physical and/ or sexual abuse
It is important to examine each of these issues separately, as the reasons
that they were not mentioned by young people in the study differs for each issue.

Intervention Strategies
The fact that young people did not mention intervention strategies may
have multiple explanations. Firstly, there is a potential to misinterpret data, as

jargon used by professionals is not necessarily used in the language of young
people and secondly, it may be difficult to convince young people that
intervention may be necessary. Thirdly, it is possible that the small sample size
may have been a contributing factor why young people did nOt mention
intervention strategies. The apparent disagreement of opinions by the young
people with the literature and the service providers is probably not· very
important.
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'Offending as a Game'
Young people strongly disagreed with the perception of 'offending as a
game'. This is contrary to the perception of the literature and the service
providers that it is a thrill seeking behaviour or a game. There is a possibility for
future research for further. exploration of this issue. Furthermore, there is a need
for professional staff tikining for service providers relating _to this issue, as the
perception of

servic~

providers around 'offending as a game' differs

significantly from the apparent perception of the young

p~ople.

Service

pro~iders ought to be aware of this difference, as there may be a risk that young
people are being..treated inappropriately. This apparent difference of opinion is
important

beca~e p~ograms

based upon· .this assumption of 'offending as a

game' would be different from programs not based on this assumption.

Media Perception .
The reason why young people did
have

~een

n~t

mention media perception may

due to a multitude of factors. This topic may not have referred to

because of the way young people see things. Media perception may not be a
significant issue for yoWlg people themselves. Also the small saniple size may
have been a factor why young people did not mention media perception. This
apparent difference of opinion may have some significance to programs;
however, young people did not mention media perception.

Physical amllorSexual Abuse
Young people did not mention physical and/or sexual abuse. The reason
for this, again, may be the sample size. However, it is a very sensitive and
personal issue and the topic was not canvassed directly, consequently, young
people may have been reluctant to' talk

a~out

it, especially in research

interviews. This is an issue that service providers, such as Outcare have to be
aware of when developing programs and supports. A posstble implication of this
is to raise issues relating to this topic with service providers and
recommendations for case workers in general and for Outcare, to specifically
· raise the issue of safety and family v'iolence. This apparent difference of opinion
is signiticant because it may be important to assume physical and/or sexual
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It

abuse is an issue even though young people ·may not readily volunteer
discussion of the issue.

Issues Identified in the Literature and by Young People, but not Mentioned
by Service Providers (Category 3)

There were two issues identified b)_' the literature and young people but
not mentioned by the service providers:
;.... Professionalism of staff;
};- Infonnation and advertising of services.
Research (Lipsey,I995; Bennett, 1993) afiirms that both of these issues
play significant roles within the service provision. Acknowledging that the study
was limited on the number of service providers interviewed (20), the outcome
was nevertheless interesting.

Professiollalism of Staff
The fact that the service providers did not mention professionalism of
staff strongly suggests that service providers wanted to extemalise the issues
con.cemed with young people and re-otfending. The findings suggest that
seJVice providers did not want to acknowledge that professionalism could be one
of the key issues for effective transitional support service. To combat potential
inadequacy on a service provision level, an important element is ongoing selfreflection amongst service providers. Furthermore, staff training and evaluation
that is continuous is vital for eftCctive service provision. On the policy level,
professional codes of practice and standards need to be implemented to ensure
quality processes and consistency within service provisiop. This will be
effective, only if services are adequately resourced. Professionalism of staff is
an important factor fer service providers to keep in mind.
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Information and Advertisi11g of Services
The issue of information and advertisement of services was mentioned in
the literature and by young people but not mentioned by service providers,
(although the fragmentation and lack of co-ordination of services was mentioned
by service providers as a source of frustration). In Western Australia, the
Department of Justice has made some moves to address this area by
implementing an internationally acclaimed multi-systemic therapy intervention
model. The prob>Tam involves working with both the offenders and their families
in their everyday environment. The findings of the study reveal that to get the
most out of the efforts of meeting the needs of young people leaving detention, a
coordinating and management of the diverse services and programs for easier
access to young people is vital. It would be possible for Outcare to take on such
a role within Western Australia, if resources were provided for co-ordination,
On a policy level, collaborative approaches need to be developed. Furthennore,
community education needs to be addressed, to increase public understanding of
the negative consequences of juvenile incarceration and the positive role of
community based offender programs for the majority of young people.

Other Categories (Categories 4, 5,6, 7)
There were no other issues identified within the remaining categories,
namely, factors identified by the service providers and young people but not
mentioned in the literature (Category 4 ); factors identified only in the literature
and not mentioned by young people and service providers (Category 5); factors
identified only by service providers and not mentioned by young people or in
the literature (Category 6) and; factors identified only by young people and not
mentioned in the literature and by service providers (Category 7). This finding
in itself suggest that service providers are generally well informed in relation to
young people and re-offending. Young people also understand their needs, and
there seem to be not a lot of disa~;.lfeement between literature, service providers
and young people.
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Implications of Recommendations
The findings of this research reveal that there is a three-way agreement
by literature, service providers and young people on most issues relating to
young people and re-offending. It is therefore important for Outcare and for
service provision in general to provide programs and supports for young people
leaving detention that meet the perception of young people's needs. How can
these programs and supports be developed? According to a report by the
National Youth A!Tairs Research Scheme (NYARS) (1997), recent years have
seen a number of juvenile justice authorities starting to fund non-government
organisations to provide post-release support to young people. The report claims
(p. 67) that some of the advantages of such services may be:

>-

Exclusive focus on the needs of the young people

,. Independence from correctional authorities, which encourages young
people to use the service
);.. Well in tune with community and networks

>-

With cooperation of juvenile justice authorities, such services can be

l~nked to all young people in detention

>-

Possibility to provide true transitional service by providing institutional,
transitional and post release support to young people

>-

Possibility to provide intensive support, if needed, in the first few weeks
or months after release.
The NY ARS report ( 1997) claims that the key to effective transitional

support for young people leaving detention are properly funded and managed
non-government organisation, which are able to focus on the perceived needs of
young people, and provide ongoing intensive support where needed. The service
provision should be a true transitional service, focusing on institutional,
transitional and post releaSe support for young people.
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Outcare runs a Reconnect Youth Service that is funded by the Federal
Department of Families and Children and py the Department of Justice and
employs two

full~time

and a

part~time

caseworker and recently received funding

from the Attorney General's Department for an Aboriginal caseworker. There is
a shortage of resources, which results in heavy caseloads and this limits the
amount of post-release support that can be provided by caseworkers. It is
difficult

to

accommodate

newly

released

young

people

in

existing

accommodation services and the lack of suitable accommodation for young
people~

which is widely acknowledged to contribute significantly to recidivist

behaviour.
A change in social policy is vital to meet the needs of young people at
risk of offending. The findings of the study reveal that coordination and
management of the diverse services and programs is vital to maximise the
effectiveness of services meeting the needs of young people leaving detention.
There is the possibility tbr Outcare to take on such a role within Western
Australia, providing sufficient funding is available.
The study identified issues that need to be addressed at the systems level
rather than at the individual level. For example, working relationships need to be
improved with juvenile justice authorities, police, health, mental health, welfure,
education and training bodies, other government authorities and the

non~

government sector with organisations such as Outcare to address the problems
and oppressions commonly experienced by young people upon their release into
the community, Part of this improvement may be better communication
processes where selected data, that is

non~incriminating

to the young person,

may be shared with other organisations, if this meets the needs of the young
person. This could be executed in the form of a case conference where the
young person, Outcare and other relevant service providers design an
individually tailored support package. Current fragmentation of services makes
it difficult for young people to access the services they need. In addition, young
people often have to tell "their story" over and over again. Organisations such as
Outcare could act as an advocate for the young person, without the
compromising of human rights, tbr example, the breach of privacy and
confidentiality of the individual young person. Improved working relationships
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may include a fOrmalised role of duty that departments and organisations have
towards other organisations such as Outcare, so that specialised transitional
support services can be delivered to young people where needed TherefOre, it is
important to tOcus on the needs of young people and implement individualised
support packages that effectively support young people through their transition
to successful integration into the community.
Community education in regards to the inetlicacy of detention as a
preventative measure and support needs of young people leaving detention is
also recommended. It is important to understand that juvenile justice policy and
practice is a highly politically sensitive area and is very responsive to
community attitudes and media reporting. TherefOre, an efTective professional
relationship with each of the bodies is critical for implementing successful
transitional supports and programs. As political climates change, supports and
programs have to be able to adapt and be flexible within their approach to
ensure they best meet the needs of young people leaving detention. This is only
possible if cooperation, collaboration, and communication exist between nongovernment organisations, such as Outcare, the juvenile justice authorities,
police, health and mental health, education and training bodies and other
government and non-government organisations. Another positive outcome may
be that there would be a possibility for Outcare to lobby on behalf of young
people within the juvenile justice system. On the other hand, there are
undeniable negative sides to this approach. For example, different service
providers have different ideological views and therefore models of intervention
strategies may take on certain fOrmats, which other service providers may not
agree on. In addition, funding bodies have a greater capacity in monitoring their
funded services, which in turn may lead to greater restrictions being placed upon
these service providers.

Limitations of the Study

There were issues that restricted the research such as limited time and
financial resources. Furthermore, the project faced great difficulty in recruiting
the research participants, as young people leaving detention are often in a very
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vulnerable position and very reluctant to be interviewed. The initial plan to hold
focus groups at Banksia Hill Detention Centre was eliminated; due to a recent
policy change relating to research after the project had started. This resulted in a
small sample size; two young people (one female, one male) were interviewed
for this study. In addition, only literature written in the English language was
used in this study, which may have limited the literature review.

Recommendations for Service Provision in General and Outcare
The following recommendations for service provision in general and for
Outcare have been developed arising from the results from this study.
Suggestions for future actions:
}" That

support

programs

are

tailored

to

the

in~Jividuals

need

(individualised support packages).
,. That public awareness needs to be raised through community education
and involvement.
';r

That political parties need to be in agreement on the importance of
avoiding incarceration.

};- That organisations such as Outcare lobby on behalf of young people on

the policy level.
;,. That access to low cost housing for young people leaving detention is
improved.
;... That programs and supports are in alignment with research outcomes.

Y That coordination of support services is centralised and managed by
organisations such as Outcare, so services are more readily access1ble to

young people.
);.. That funding resources are diverted into support services, and
alternatives to incarceration.
;.... That future research into 'offending as a game' is to be conducted by
organisations such as Outcare.

»-

That service providers, such as Outcare are aware of and sensitive to
physical and/or sexual abuse issues, when developin,g support programs.
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).- That service

providers

implement self-reflection and evaluation

processes into their services.
;.... That service providers recognise and understand the importance of
professiona-lism in all areas of service provision .
., That professional code of practice and standards are implemented into
their services to ensure quality processes and consistency within service
proVISIOn .
.,.. That service providyrs such as Outcare are appropriately resourced.
).- That government and non-government services establish working parties
to examine issues relating to service provision.
).. That co-ordination of services is implemented consistent with human
rights perspectives, especially confidentiality and privacy of young

people.

Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to examine the transitional support needs
for young people leaving detention. The findings infonn Outcare and service
provision in general, on how better to meet the needs -of young people leaving
detention, so that existing services may be improved and participants may get
better support when they depart the juvenile justice system. The findings of the
study revealed that the literature, the service providers and the young people
agree on many factors relating to re-otli:mding, with accommodation and
financial issues mentioned most ti"equently. In tenns of service provision, this
means that if support services are ali&'lled with the research outcomes, service
provision will be more effective and young people leaving detention will be
more likely to access these services. Furthermore, there was agreement by the
literature, service providers and young people that incarceration does not work
and funding resources should be diverted into support programs for young
people leaving detention and alternatives to incarceration. Young people
disa1,'Teed with the literature and the service providers on intervention strategies,
media perception, physical and/or sexual abuse and particularly opposed to
'offending as a game'. The contrary perception of the literature and the service
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providers that offending is a thrill-seeking behaviour or a game is calling for
further exploration and is a possibility tOr future research. Interestingly,
professionalism of staff and infOrmation and advertising of services was
mentioned by the literature and the young people but not mentioned by service
providers. This strongly suggested that service providers wanted to extemalise
the issue concerned with young people and re-oflbnding. The fact that no other
issues were identified within the remaining categories suggested that service
providers are generally well infonned in relation to young people • and reoffending. Young people also understood their needs. Overall, literature, service
providers and young people seem to agree on a lot of issues relating to young
people and re-offending.
The findings of this research study imply that for service provision in
general, and in particular for Outcare, it is vital to align the services with
research outcomes and provide programs and supports for young people leaving
detention that meet the perception of young people's needs. For example, it is
vital to tailor the support packages to the individuals' needs. Furthermore, there
is a strong need for community education regarding the difficulties encountered

by young people

l~aving

detention. Additionally, the mechanism of custodial

sentences must be reserved as a last resort or for the most serious of crimes. By
adapting and adopting the recommendations for service provision in general and
for Outcare as outlined in this study in a meaningful way, it is anticipated that a
significant impact may be made on the transitional support services for young
people. leaving detention.
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What the Literature Says

Socio-Demograpllic Factors
Young people leaving detention often return to cormmmities where
persistent poverty and lack of jobs and affordable housing make finding a

permanent home .difficult (Ogilive, 2001 ).

Homelessness
According to a recent study published by the Australian Housing and
Urban Research Institute (2003) the most predictive factor ofre-incarceration is
the housing factor. The study established that ex-prisoner represent one of the
most transient groups in Australia.

Institutionalisation
There

IS

· institut'lonali:mtion

greater
than

recidivism

after

of

probation;

companble
recidivists

offenders
who

have

after
been

institutionalised committed more assaults, more malioious damage than those
placed on probation (Australasian Legal Infonnation Institute, 2004). ·

Unemployment and/or Low Income
Podesta & Jones ( 1992) identified the major risk factors for re-offending!
including low income and unemployment. "The number of re-offenders would
drop if there, were opportunities for employment, training and education (Youth

Studies, 2004)..

Low EducatiOnal Aclllevements
Podesta & Jones (1992) identified low educational achievements starting
in Primary School; aggressive cfisruptive behaviour (including bullying); lack of

-

.

commitment to school (including truancy) and attending a disorganized school
as an~ther major. risk factor. for re-offending.
•
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•

Family Factors
Risk factors that increase the likelihood of an offence occurring or being
repeated include family factors, especially parent's harsh discipline or weak
supervision (White, 2003).

Drug Abuse
Data shows that a typical young offender profile may include certain
elements, such as having a history of drug and alcohol abuse (Cunneen & White,

2002).

Developmental and/or Psycllologicallssues
According to NY ARS ( 1997) for young people with mental health
problems or those with an intellectual disability there are very few community
placements which can deal with both offending behaviour and psychiatric or
intellectual disability, the likelihood of being placed in custody is increased due
to the perceived lack of other sentencing options.

Physical and/or Se'(ua/ Abuse
Literature suggests that young people who experience physical and/or
sexual abuse in the home are at greater risk of re-otfending (National Crime
Prevention, 1999).

Professionalism ofStaff
Literature suggests that professionalism is an important factor relating to
young people's re-offending (National Youth Affairs Research Scheme, 1997).

Summary
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The search of the literature suggests that there are numerous risk factors
associated with young people and recidivism. Listed above are some of the
major risk factors that have emerged from the literature review.

What the Service Provider Say
These are the main themes identified from the agencies responses:
'

Question 1: From Your experience why do you think young people reoffend?

Accommodation Issues
-, Homelessness.
,. Lack of accommodation is the greatest issue.
,. Accommodation habits are changing due to breakdown of families young people need a place to stay.
,. Recidivist by .choice. Young people re-otfend as a mean to an endsupplement the cost fOr accommodation. Young people acknowledge
they are better off in detention.
-, Parents don't support their children with accommodation.

Summary

Two thirds (69%) of the service provider respondents believed that
homelessness and accommodation issues were the most si!:,'llificant reason tbr
young people tore-offend.
"Some young people are better otl inside (detention). They have
three meals a day and a roof over their heads ... "

Ge11der Issues
J;.

More males commit crime. 80% boys and 20% gir:s re-offend. Rates
are changing - more girls re-ofl'end. The cause maybe empowennent
of women.
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;,.. Males more dominant within the Juvenile Justice System- lack of
role models.
;,.. Men

and

boys

are

neglected

(anthropological

perspective). No male initiation - no transition from boy
to man within our society.
;,.. Males often don't know how to express themselves
verbally - they express themselves physically.
;,.. Today more violent crimes are committed by both males
and females.

Summary
Analysis of the inteiViews reveals that 30 % of se!Vice providers
mentioned gender issues as key factors associated with young people and
recidivism. Some se!Vice providers deemed young males as more dominant
within the Juvenile Justice system.
"Males are more dominant within the Juvenile Justice system,
because of lack of role models. There is no male initiation- no transition
from boys to men within our society." However, others believe that the
rates are changmg. '"We see more girls re~offending now; maybe the
cause of this is the empowerment of women".

Dysfunctional Families
,. Biggest trend is a breakdown in families.
,. Our society is based on 'Nuclear Families' - this 1s not the nann
anymore.
;... Role changes within the family unit. Often mothers previously looked at
their sons for taking over father role. This role is often lost and taken
over by new partners. Sons may feel rejected and pushed away.
:, Relationship with parents (attachment theory).
,_ More restraining orders are taken out - parents are confused with the law
(not clear on legal procedures).

•

,. No family support or support network is not very positive. Parents don't
support their children with the basic needs (e.g. tOad, accommodation).
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'

Young people learn crime from parents while growing up.

.,.. Young people are displaced from families.
-,.. Lack of parental guidance.

»

Severe shortage of early intervention staffing for families needing
support.

»

Not all young people will offend that come from dysfunctional families.

~

Inside (detention) young people feel excepted and part of a family.

~

Supervised bail is used as surrogate parenthood.

);- Young people have been through welfare all their lives - they feel
marginalized- commit crime.
Y Causal issues have not been dealt with.

;.... Family support is crucial for young people.
J.. Families own issues need to be addressed.

Summary

Over 60% of the service provider respondents said that break down in
families is the reason for young people to re-offend.
"The biggest trend is a breakdown in f8.milies. Our society is based on
the nuclear t8.mily. This is not the norm anymore ... Parents don't support
their kids ... The families own issues need to be addressed".

Baslc Needs

., Basic needs have to be addressed. Young people re~offend to survive.
-, Accommodation habits are changing.
,. Lack of education and training, life skills, health and recreation.

;o.. Lack of support (family and community support).
-, Financial hardship, no income, unemployment (re-offend for financial
support, benefits from crime pay fOr medication, food, public transport,
cigarettes and supplement cost of accommodation).
,_ Lack of opportunities for young people.
;, Young people re-offend as a means to an end. Types of offends are a
barometer of young people's needs.
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,., Boredom (young people don't attend educational programs, lack of
recreation).
',., Mental health issues.
,. Lack of self-esteem, lack of confidence.

Summary
According to service providers the type of offences are a barometer of
young people's needs. 46% of the service providers interviewed acknowledged
that the lack of fulfillment of basic needs contributed to young people to young
people re-oftending.
''Young people re-oftend as a means to an end ... The need to re-offend
stops, when the root causes are attended to. Intervention needs to go
----oack to the grass roots, otherwise it won't work"

Fillanciallssues
:;... Low socio-economic backgrounds.
}

Young people re-offend as a mean to an end - supplement the cost for
accommodation. Recidivist by choice. Young people acknowledge they
are better off in detention .

.,_ No family support or support network is not very positive. No one cares
for them. Parents don't support their children with the basic needs (e.g.
food, accommodation).

,_ Financial hardship, no mcorne, Wlernployrnent ((e·offend for financial
support, benefits from crime pay for medication, food, public transport,
cigarettes and supplement cost of accommodation).
'

Types of offends are a barometer of young people's needs.

,_ Crime pays for substance abuse.
;;.. Young people may have debts caused by drug abuse.
)i-

Level of debts prevents young people to move on.

Summary
A significant amount of service providers (76%) said that financial
issues were a factor in young people re-offending.
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"Young people re-offend as a means of income- benefits from crime
pay for medication, food, public transport, debt, drugs and is a
supplement for accommodation".

Social Structure
'; Issue should been seen from a macro point of view.
~

Through empowerment of women we see more girls offend now. Rates
are changing.

).- Our society

IS

based on "Nuclear Families' - this 1s not the nann

anymore.
;. No male initiation- no transition from boy to men within our society.
:,;. . Young people feel like part of the system- rehabilitation makes them
feel uncomfortable.

Summary
23% of respondents interviewed believed that the social structure
contributes to young people to re-otfend.
"There is a certain percentage of recidivists within a society - the
population grows, the percentage of recidivists raises'',

Mental Hea/tlt

>-

Lack of good mental health.

:,;. . Benefits from crime pay for medication.
:,;. . Rehabilitation makes young people uncomfortable.
:;.. Shortage of staff addressing youth health needs.
:,;... Boredom in the young person's individuals mind.
:,;... Lack of self-esteem, lack of self-confidence.
~

Agencies may not meet young person's needs.

~

Abuse - trauma, mental health problem has huge impact.

;y Sexual offending needs to be dealt with in a more direct way.
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Summary
Only 23% of the service provider respondents mentioned the lack of
good mental health as a reason for young people to re-offend.
"We need to improve our mental health se!Vices for young
people".

Drug Abuse

---- -'\

Y Where did the cycle start - drug abuse - why did the young person
abuse drugs in the first p]ace? The need to offend stops, when the
need for drugs stops, the need for drugs stops, when the root causes
are addressed. There are always trends: a few years ago drugs were
an issue - drugs were harder to get. Now drugs are more available
and cheaper. Cannabis can be grown cheaper. Drug induced
antisocial behavior is not seen anymore as it used to be. Now there is
more violent crime.
,. Drug abuse is a symptom; the grass roots need to be addressed.

Y Crime pays for substance abuse.

'

.

;;.. Young people may have debts caused by drug abuse.

Summary
From the se!Vice providers inte!Viewed, 62% considered drug abuse as a
reason tOr young people to re-offend. Additionally, the inte!Viewees recognized
that drug abuse was symptomatic of underlyi~g issues.
"Drug abuse is only a symptom - the grass roots need to be
addressed".

Orgmrisational Issues
;... Prison system does not offer rehabilitation. Young people learn of
others while in prison.
).- Incarceration does not work.
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. ":·

).>

Young people· feel like part of the system - rehabilitation makes
them feel uncomfortable.

).>

Young people have been through welfare all their lives - they feel
marginalized- commit crime.

;, Organizations often look at socio-political links -

however,

American models do not necessarily work in our society.
·

~

Departments at a high level need to communicate. If it can happen at
a high level, it can happen at the grass roots, and vice versa.

;, Address policy area.

Summary

30% of the respondents said that organizational issues have an impact On
young people re-offending.
"Young people often feel like part of the system - rehabilitation makes
them feel uncomfortable''.

lnterve11tion Strategies
;, Whatever placed the young person into detention has not been fixed up.
Where did the cycle start? Intervention needs to go back to the grass
roots, otherwise it won't work.
;, Prison system does not offer rehabilitation. Young people learn of others
while in prison.

»

Young people feel like part of the system - rehabilitation makes them
feel uncomfortable.

;, Organizations often look at socio-political links - however, American
models do not necessarily work in our society.
);- Lack of opportunities for young people.
';;- Level of debts prevents young people to move on.
);- Intervention comes too late.
);- Shortage of staff addressing health n~eds.'
);- Lack of true community support and intervention on release.
;, Agencies may not meet young people's needs (e.g. hours of service}.
Young person may not want support.
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~

Sexual offending needs to be dealt with in a more direct way.

:;... Families own issues need to be addressed.
;.... Alternative treatments are important. Prisons don't work.

).- We need to provide a solid program for young people.
Summary
46% of respondents believed that issues surrounding inteiVention
strategies contributed to young people re-ofl:ending.
"Young people have been through welfare all their lives - they
teet like part of the system - rehabilitation makes them tee!
uncomfortable".

Media
';. Media plays up juvenile offending.
} Media is anti young people, especially aboriginal young people
(aboriginal young people face more difficult task when facing court).

Summary
Media perception ( 15%) is also seen as a factor by seiVice providers why
young people are perceived to partake in crime.

Other Issues

>-

There are a certain percentage of recidivists within a society. As the
population grows, the percentage of recidivists raises.

>-

Young people are breaking their supeiVised release order.

).. History of criminality.
).. Peer group pressure.
).. Offending as a game.
;;.. There are always trends: a few years ago drugs were an issue. Drugs
were harder to get. Now drugs are more available and cheaper. Drug
induced anti-social behavior is not seen anymore as it used to be. Now
there is more violent crime. Males and females.
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;;.. Biggest trend is a breakdown in families. Our society is based on the
'Nuclear Family'. This is not the norm anymore.
)or

Things we take for granted is not the nonn for these kids.

Sumnwry
The respondents mentioned other issues as factors relating to reoffending in young people (54%). These included growing population, breach of
supervised bail order, history of criminality, trends, peer group pressure and
offending as a game.

Question 2: What do You do (service delivery) to Prevent Young People
Re- Offending?
Question 3: How do You Provide Support to Young People who are About
to Leave Detention or have Recently Left Detention? What does it Look
Like?

Service Provider

What do you do
{service delivery) to
(!revent l:Oung
(!eOI!Ie reoffending?

How do :you 11rovide
SUI!I!Ort to young
l!eOI!Ie who are
about to leave
detention or have
recentl~ left
detention? What
does it look like?
0
0

Rangeview Juvenile
Remand Centre

0

Supervised Bail
(agreement with
young person)

0

0

'

0

Counselling
Coordinate and
liaise with other
support services
for young person
Detention as
respite for
families and
children
Detention
provides basic
needs
(accommodation,
food, clothing)
Remand is a form
of detention

.
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•
•

Great Mates Crisis
Accommodation

•

Provide

supported
accommodation

Full assessment
once supervised
bail is organised
Individual support
plan (young

people may have

.

•
•

bail conditions
and/or curfews)
Education
programs
Liaise with other
supPort feencies

· re basic eeds

•

•

Organise financial
support before
young people
leave detention
OutreaCh
Provide
infonnation
Liaise with
Juvenile Justice
Officer
Referrals to other
support agencies
Provide

•

Link young

Centrelink

•

Provide financial
support

•
•
•
•

counseling
people back to

•

family and
community
Provide practical
support (e.g. take
young people to

•
Cyril Jackson Youth
Services

•

Education,
training and work

•

expenence

•
•

.

•
•

appointments)
Provide safe
environment
Provide individual
Education Plans
Provide drug
education
Liaise with other
support agencies
Deliver
transitional
programs
Provide
ind~ndent liv4!g_
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,_· ,..
skills

• •
Mission Australia
Youth Withdrawal
and Respite Services

•

Residential
setting for youhg
people wanting to
manage their
withdrawal from
alcohol or other
drugs

•

•

•

•
•
•
Youth & School Help
Services

•

Provide support
to young people

•
•
•
•

Passages

•

Provide
information and
referrals

•
•

•
.

Aboriginal Family
Supervision Program
(Mentoring Program)

•

Coordinate
aboriginal
..
superv1s1on
_ll!ograms

Pro~;,rrams offer
group work twice
a day for 14 days
Address psychobehavioural issues
-anger
management
Address
cognitivebehavioural issues
- decision making
process
Provide support in
financial
budgeting, life
skills, and
communal living
Promote self
esteem
Provide
counselling
support 24 hours 7
days a week
Counselling for
young people
andJor family
Provide healthy
connection
programs at
school
Outreach
Referrals to other
agencies
Community
development
Find out what is
the young
person's need
Provide as much
infonnation and
support as young
. person wants
Provide young
people with
mentors (Mentors.
act as role model
and give support

~Oi!!f'tO
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•

Centrelink, report
to Juvenile Justice
Officer)
-

Recruit mentors

-

•

•

Swan Emergency
Accommodation

•

Supported
accommodation
'

•

.

.

•

-

•
•

South East
Metropolitan Youth
Association

Provide support
to young person
(employment,
carrier path,
carrier direction,
training and work
experience)

Fremantle Youth

Services

Referral agency
Provide long-

•
•

0

term

accommodation

•

Emergency relief
progra,m
-

•
•

.

•

•

..

'

•

-

-

.

•

Bentley Family Centre,

-

·•

Mental health

IdentifY issues
(e.g. legal issues)
9evelop case
management
proCedures for
young people .
Address reasons
for homelessness
Referrals to other
a!!encies.
Deliver program
to young people at
Banksia Hill
Detention Centre
Develop
awareness m
young people
Referrals to other
agencies
Address life skills,
employment needs
•
and provide
infonnation to
voung neonle
Link young
person with other
support agencies
One-on-o~e basis
needs assessment
Advocacy
Provide
emergency,
financial support
Provide ~ducation
and information

.

•

•
•

-

•

Long~tenn

externally
suppmted
accommodation
Assessment and .
intervention
service is.
prioritised (young
oerson who. is ·
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diagnostic

•
•
•

suicidal has
priorityr
Individual therapy
(medication)
Family therapy
Group work
addressing life
skills, social
skills, anger
management,
anxiety,.
depressiOn and _
transitional issues.
Referral to other
agencies
Holistic approach
Provide intensive
individualised
counselling for
adolescent sexual
offenders and
their families·
Provide support to
child and
adolescent victims
of intra-familial
sexual abuse and
their families
Provide long-tenn
support for young
people outsid~ the
Juvenile JustiCe
System
Develop
prevention plan
with young person
Couple work
Preventative
intervention for ·'
families
Develop social
networks, social
skills, address
basiq needs_
Address offending
behaviour

.

•
•
•
•

Safe Care

.
.

Intensive
individualised
counselling
service for
adolescent sexual
offenders and
their families

•

•

•

.
•
•
•
•
.

.

•

•
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•

Question 4: What would you like to see your agency do to provide better
support for young people?
Mentoring

,_ Mentors that act as mediators. Mentors can deal with practical stuff(e.g.
basic needs. such as tOod, accommodation etc.). Also access and
negotiate on young people's behalf with agencies.
,_ Compulsory mentoring (young people may not listen to their
parents/family members).
' Accommodation

J.. More supported accommodation

).- Transitional homes with visits from 'case worker' once a week.
Comnumity support

,. More support from community (young people that have

re~offended

need

support from the community).
,_ Community based work helps young people's rehabilitation.
:, Non threatening community work. Create a teamwork environment
within the community.
Organisational issues and services

,. 24 hour service (services haven't kept up with the demand, services have
been reduced).
,

More networking (better communication with agencies).

'; Links to referral agencies and ·other links have to be made prior to
release.
;.... Case planning conferencing in collaboration with other agencies.
;.... More of a collaborative approach across the board.
'; More resources.
:;... Raise level of support for young people.
,. Continuous updates on services and other resources.
:;... Quicker support delivery to young people. Being able to see young
people without delay.
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:,... More flexibility in program delivery.
;... Realistic programs in very early intervention services to families.
(Parents become part of program for otlCnders).

:.r

P. Options for alternative treatment.

';- Deal with causal issues.
P. More support for families. (Parenting support).

'; More practical support. (Address basic needs).
Funding

P. Realistic funding.

;, Sustainable long-tenn funded programs.

>

More funding for supported accommodation.

'; Eliminate competition between agencies. Work collaboratively.
Melita{ health

,. Provide more mental health support.

>

Outreach worker to get young people engaged with mental health.

Conclusion

Accommodation,

men to ring,

community

support,

funding,

organizational structure, support services and mental health were the main issues
discussed by service provider when asked what they would like to see their
agency do to provide better support for young people.

Question 5: What other support services do you think would make a
difference to young people leaving detention?
Family issues

'; Build stronger families. More attention to family background. More
family support (especially lbr aboriginal families).
,. Stability of family structure needs to be addressed.
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:, Work with constellation of family. Family involvement.

Drug issues
,. More drug treatment pro1,rram for young people.

Employment, education and training
J.. Individual education plan.

,. More courses especially life skill programs.
;,... Work experience programs.
,. More funding for resources.
:, Employment opportunities.
,_ Job links- J Pet.
';r

Combined efforts with other government agencies.

Accommodation
,. More supported accommodation.
,_ Permanent accommodation.
:, Good quality and suitable accommodation services.
,. Collaborative approach with other agencies.
,. Improve staff ratio (often young people are being turned away, due to
understatling).
,. More accommodation services for single men.
,. Staff needs to make Jinks with other services, before young people leave
detention .
.,_ More crisis accommodation (often difficult for young people to get into
housing due to biases and prejudices).

Gender and cultural iSsues
,. More support for indigenous young people and their families (family
support, accommodation etc.).
,. More Aboriginal Legal Officers.
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,_ Specialised support services for young men.
~

More accommodation services for single men.

Mentoring
'

More mentoring services.

-, Match the right person with client. Also mentors should be more like a
friend.
,.. Easier and more readily available access to mentor system.

Organisational issues
,.. Eliminate competition between agencies- work collaboratively.
., Transparency within agencies. Confidentiality issue needs to be more
flexible without breaking the ru1es.
';; Young people need to be linked into support continuously. Support
needs to be tailored to young people's needs.
,.. Good referral services within big organisations.
-, Combined effort with other agencies, especially in health.
,.. Better coordination of services (somebody to take responsibility for the
whole service). Services that are rapt around the young person.

Staff issues
,.. More Aboriginal Legal Officers.
-, Police Officers - barriers have to be broken down by working together
with young people
.., Long-term case worker.
,_ Staff needs to make links with other agencies. Young people need
continuity of stati '"We need to break down the business of owning
kids".
,.. Create trust relationships between agencies and young people.
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Other programs or issues
';- Holistic approach.

r

Weekend programs (awareness raising that we need support services that
deliver support to young people 24 hours a day eve!)' day).

,_ Financial hardship needs to be addressed.
,. Lack of awareness has to be addressed (e.g. not knowing what kind of
support is out there).
;.... Address community attitude, biases and prejudices.
,. lmprow·ment of mental health services. Young people with mental
illness fall through gaps.

r

More flexibility in age range.

).. Address general health issues.
,. More generic services.
';- Resources need to go back into local government.
)·· More emphasis on reintegration and restorative justice model.

Summary
Data generated by the service provider's interviews and the literature
review was examined for similarities and differences in opinions and attitudes
expressed. Interestingly, the majority of service provider responses echoed the
findings of the literature review. Again, research findings from the literature
review are based on male samples, due to scant research studies being
undertaken from a female needs perspective. In addition, rarely are the findings
of previous literature tested tbr their applicability to young women in general or
young women from diverse subgroups. This is particularly true of Aboriginal
young offenders (Cunneen & White, 1997).
An important observation needs to be pointed out; most service
providers did not mention social structure and class inequality as factors relating
to young people and

re~offending.

The few respondents, who did talk about this

aspect, conveyed their view in a manner, which portrayed a level of helplessness
and frustration. Does this support the previous assertion that the tragedy of
contemporary reactions to youth crime is that young people themselves are seen
as the focus for action? Moreover, does this relate directly to perceptions
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regarding the position of young people as part of a new underclass in society,
and an emphasis in official policy on policing this section of the marginalised

population (Cunneen & White, 1998)?
From the response of the service provider's interviews and the literature
review it is clear that there needs to be an integrated and holistic response to
recidivism. However, it is important to recognise that financial support and the
provision of accommodation play a crucial role in the successful integration of
young offenders into the community. Nevertheless, without a holistic approach
to addressing the transitional support needs, young people leaving detention will
be set up to tail.
Recommendations
From the findings of the literature review and the service provider's
interviews the fOllowing suggestions for future action ha\'1~ been made:

Organisational Structure
;... That the reaction from the Juvenile Justice System to a criminal act is
based solely on a young person's social situation.
,. That incarceration is avmded under the age of 18; if incarceration must
be used, it must maintain human character and offer treatment programs
and opportunities to keep young people in contact with society.
;... That responsibility for the reaction to crimes committed by individuals

...

under the age of 15 is placed on social authorities .
};- That resources directed at solving underlying reasons for crime m an
area, are coordinated on a local level.
;... That denartments at a high level support communication within their
own organisation and with others.
;... That the policy area is addressed

Media
::... That the media manifests a balanced and tolerant attitude toward it's
reporting on young offenders and the work of prison and probation
authorities.
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Community issues

Y That community based initiatives in crime prevention links young people

into services that exist within their own community (e.g. Community
Mediation Centre).
;, That communication between young people and young people and local
inhabitants are facilitated.
}- That public awareness of young people exiting the juvenile justice
system need community support is raised .
., That community attitude regarding _existing biases and prejudices are
addressed.

Accommodation issues

»-

That affordable and suitable accommodation and housing (e.g. supported
accommodation) is made available.

J;> That the availability of supported accommodation places is increased.

';- That accommodation places for single men are increased.
Intervention strategies

,. That intervention strategies are implemented as early as possible.
;,... That inte1:,rrated, holistic responses address the root causes of the
offending.

}'
•

That intervention is family focused (e.g. address economic problems or
internal conflicts).

';; That provision of integrated employment, welfare and accommodation
services are implemented.
).- That working groups that combat drug use are established.
'; That affordable and meaningful recreation programs are implemented.
-, 'That support programs and rehabilitation programs are culturally
appropriate and tailored to the individual's needs.
-, That support programs for job search, education and training are being
implemented.
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:r

That mental and/or physical health issues are being addressed.

);. . That mentors are being made available.

Economic issues
~

That society recobrnises that young people exiting the juvenile justice
system can experience severe financial pressure and therefOre support
young people accordingly.

;... That young people leaving detention rece1ve appropriate financial
support.

Existiug services
~

That existing services are being improved (e.g. 24 hour service, more
flexibility within services).

;,. That relevant g_ovemment and community service providers develop a
coordinated, collaborative and cooperative approach to meeting the
needs of young people
.. exiting the juvenile justice system.
,.. That easy aCcess to services is made available to young people.
;.... That there is a continuous update on services and resources.
;;.. That funding is long-tenn and sustainable.
;.. That agencies are transparent.

Staffing issues
)- That the severe shortage of early intervention staffing for families

IS

being addressed.
;,.. That the shortage of staff addressing health needs is being addressed.
)- That staff training is further developed.
', That professional and competent staff are being employed to deliver
services to young people.
,_ That barriers are being broken down between authority figures, such as
police officer, and young people.
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What the Young People Say

Accommodatioll issues

»

Homelessness

,_ No stable accommodation
).- Crisis accommodation is only for 2-3 months
).- Jumping from place to place (friends)
I've been jumping from place to place since I was 14 ... 1ived at friends
places, stuff like that...(Matthew, 18 years)
We slept in an old empty house and drank ram water out of an old
bath ... (Roberta, 16 years)

Geuder issues

';- Limited job availability; only in traditional gender specific occupations
I mean some of the jobs Kelly has gone tOr she probably could have
actually got, but because she's a girl she didn't. (Matthew)

Dysfunctional families
,_ Relationship with parents
} Displaced from families
I see so many kids being kicked out of their homes ... (Matthew)

Basic 11eeds

»-

Re-offend to survive
More common than not, most crime committed by young people is
because of survival or in a way revenge towards parents or things like
that. I've noticed that with kids. No one does it, because they really
enjoying doing it. They do it for a reason, whether they know what the
reason is or not. (Roberta)
I was shoplifting to survive out in the streets. It's a vicious cycle.
Basically you have nowhere to go or anything ... you are hungry, you
shrtplift. If you really need money you break into somebody's house or
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steal somebody's car ... and it's a vicious cycle ... 'c.ause you got nowhere
to go and· you do this and you end up in something like Rangeview or

Banksia. (Matthew)
Financial issues
);- No income
).- Difficult to get meaningful jobs
;.. Financial debts
Mark Latham and John Howard say we care about the future of our
children ... if they care about this they need to get off their bloody arses
and do something ... they have to spill some money.

Mental Health
).- Some young people experiencing drug and alcohol problems as well as
mental illness
I need to go down to the doctors, so [ can get back my 'dexies' so I can
concentrate more. I wouldn't even think about going back to TAFE, if I
wouldn't have my 'dexies'. It would be a waste oftime. (Matthew)
I have got an alcohol problem ... I have inherited alcoholism ... third
generation. My mother has it; my grandmother and my aunty have it.

(Roberta)

Stajjitrg issues
;.. Better training for service provider

1- Appoint professional staff
I have noticed of all my associates that are street kids, all really ... it's in
their head ... it's something that they've been dwelling on and no one has
actually listened ... They've said that they understand and stuff but they
haven't shown that they do understand and you still think in your head
'no you don't, you're just telling me that you understand. It's kind of in a
way that you need proof Proof that people do understand and they have
been there ... You need more people that have been there, done that. And

seen it all ... (Roberta)

lliformatiou/advertisitrg ofservices
).;- Provic!ing more infonnation to young people on easy to access services
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T More outreach worker
There is not enough information out there. Most of the times they don't

know, (especially the younger kids). We had a 12 year old there the other
day ... I am one of the older ones out there and if people have problems
they tum to me, which is one of the good things I got going for me. I
help them out. The thing is there is so little information out there for
them. Service agencies expect kids to be in Centrelink or places like that,
but otherwise there is nothing. They don't have infonnation like this in
schools either. Even if they do, it (infonnation) is hiding on a. small rack
in some place and it's never going to catch people's eyes, 'cause it's a
pamphlet and kids are not really going to worry about it. The thing is
there are some kids that can't go on Centrelink payments or things like
that, so they don't get the infonnation, because they don't go there. ft

just makes it hell. (Matthew)

Unemploymettt and/or low income
T Difficult to get meaningful jobs
)I..

Difficult to get jobs without any training over the age of 16 years

,. Employees under 16 years are on lower rates
People are not willing to hire an 18 year old, they want somebody
younger, somebody trained. I know they don't hire me, because
somebody younger is cheaper. It's a real curse. (Matthew)
I'm at the point right now, where I don't care where I work as long as
I'm working, which really sucks, because at the end of the day, you
might get a job that you don't really like. I'm a finn believer in yeswork for the money, but if you don't enjoy your job, you don't enjoy life
and you're stuck in a job where you never wanted to be. (Matthew)
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Questions that Guide the Scheduled Interviews with \oung People

I. What happened when you got out last time?
(in terms of accommodation, job, financial support, friends, other
support etc.)
a) If you needed help, who did you tum to?

2. How soon did you begin to re-offend7
a) What sorts of things did you do?
b) Why did you do it?

3. What do you think will happen this time? Why?

4. Are you going to do things differently this time? How? Why?

5. What do you think, in terms of support services, would make a
difference to you, so you won't re~offend?

6. What are your hopes and dreams for the future?

.
Questions that Guide the Scheduled Interviews with Young People-

\. What happened when you got out last time?
(in terms of accommodation, job, financial supp?rt, friends, other
support etc.)
a) lfyou needed help, who did you tu!" to?
.

2. How soon did you begin to re-offend?
a) What sorts of things dia you do?
b) Why did you do it?

3. What do you think will happen this time? Why?

4. Are you going to do things differently this time? How? Why?

5. What do you think, in tenns of support servtces, would make a

difference to you, so you won't re-offend?
6. What are your hopes and dreams for the future?

Information sheet for service providers
,,.,....--An examination of the transitional support needs for young people
leaving detentioD.
Project Management Group: Peter Sirr (Outcare), Kim·Crabb (Outcare),
Cheryl Cassidy-Vernon (Youth Legal Service),
Jude Bridgland-Sorenson (Edith Cowan University),
Meredith Turnbull (You tit Affairs Council of WA)
Researcher: Kirsten Janke (PH: 9202 1688)

The research project is being undertaken by Outcare and also as part of the requirements
of an Honours thesis at Edith Cowan University.

I

The purpose of the study iS to examine the transitional support needs of young people

leaving detention. The aim of the research project is td provide stakeholder::; with a. c\eur
picture of the options within the Perth metropolitan area available to young pcopk
leaving dLLention to assist them to achieve a successful transition. £=urthem10rc, it will
also identify any gaps within the current services that are provided to young people
leaving detention.

Participation in the research project will involve a scheduled interview, lasting
approximately 30 minutes. I will ask you about the services your agency/organization
provides to young people and what other services would be or bem::lit fur young people
leaving detention. Furthennore, I will ask of your perception why young pcuplt.! reoffend.

Ul''
.
•.

ft .

I1IX'r

Outcare
To maintnin your personal privacy your name wil! not be mentioned in the study.
hn\\'cvcr. the agency/organization will be named as participants in the study.

Participation is. of course, entirely voluntary and you may with,iraw form the study at
:my tune.

The results of the research study will be availabk from Outcarc.

If you want mon~ information about the study, you can contact Kirsten Janke at Youth
Legal Service on 9202 1688. The Honours study has been approved by the ECU Human
Research Ethics Committee. If you have any concems or complaints ahout the research
study and wish to talk

!{'

an independent person. you may contact th.:: Research Ethics

Ofllccr at ECU on 630.:1 2170.

Thunk you very much.

(I
Outcare
CONSENT FORM
An examination of the tnu1sitional support needs for young Jll'ople
leaving detcnlion.
Project

i\'l:ln:q~cmcnt

Group: Peter Sin (Outcarc), Kim Crabh (Outcan•),
Cheryl Cassidy- Vernon (Youth Legal Scrricc),
.Jude Bridgl:1nd-So•·cnsnn (Edith Cowan llni\"crsity).
1\lcrcdith Turnbull (Youth Affairs Couudl of\\'.-\)

Ht•sc.\rchcr:

()U!C~\1·..;:

Kirsten .Janke (PII: 9202 16SS)

...... lwv..:: been provided \\·ith informatillll ahm1t th~..:
project. '':\11 l'VIlllillation Of the transitional support 1\CCdS fnr )Uliilg pcupk

k<l\·ing dcto.:IHinn··.

I h<l\e read the inronncttion sheet and
sati::;faction.

311)

questions 1 h:nc askl'd lw\·c hccn

~tnS\\Cn.:d I<•

Ill)

I ••gro.:>c tlwt the inten·ie\VS \\'ill be utilized by Outcarc for the snk purpusc or L'lllllrihultll~
to tiS tinclings.

L:nkss I requ~st lHhl!rwise my namt: 11·ill not be ll1<1lle public in an) t"L'JlOt"lS lll"
puhlicutinns which emerge from this research. Ho11ever. I <l:,'.l"l'L' th:tt the
agctH.:yiltrg~tniz~ttion 1vill be named ns panicipnnts in the '>tudy.
I understand that I am free to \l·ithdraw from further purticipatiun at :mv time. 11·ithnut
expl<lnation or penalty.

\\"itnesscd by: ................. .

~A
Outcare
Information sheet for young people
_.,. An examination of the transitional support needs for young people
leaving detention.

Project Munagcmcnt Group:

Peter Sirr (Outcarc), Kim Crabb (Outcarc),
Cheryl Cassidy-Vernon (Youth Legal Service).
Jude Bridgland-Sorcnson (Edith Cowan University),
Meredith Turnbull (Youth Affairs Council of W,.\1

Researcher:

Kirsten Janke (PH: 6263 8622)

The purpose of tht:! study is to find out what kind of h..:lp young people need \\·hen thn
gl!t out of detention.

The research project is being undertaken by Outcare and also as pan of the requircn1..:nh
of an Honours thesis at Edith Cowan University. We will be speaking to young peopk·
\\ithin the 1-'erth metropolitan area. No names will be used in the study, and :ill

participation is entirely voluntary.

We will ask you a few questions on why you re-offended and \Vhat would
difference in terms of support services.

' ("';! '

·...

h::~ve

m:Jde .r

I

Dt~
Outcare
The interview will last approximately 40 minutes and will be tape-reeorded nnd
tmnscribed, which you will be able to edit to your satisfaction. To protect your

privaL·~

the recordings will be erased after completion of the project.
,. ,,
Everything you say will be treated confidentially, which means that no one else \\ill
knO\\- what you have told us. We are more than happy to answer any

questions~

ou mt!!hl

hnve about the project at any time.

!f you don't feel like answering a question or you wish to drop out lwlf-way through, then
that's tine too.

The

result~

of the research study will be availabll' through Outcare within the next

k1\

months.

If you want more information about the study, you can contact Kirsten Janke at

OtHctrl'

on 6263 8622. The Honours study has been approved by the ECU Rescan.:h Ethic,
Cornmince. If you have any concerns or compl:1ints about the research study and wish

ttl

1alk 1o an independent person, you may con1ac1 the Research Ethics Officer at ECU on
6304 2170.

Thank you very much.
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CONSENT FORM
An examination of the transitional support needs for young people
leaving detention

;~

...

Project Management Group: Peter Sirr (Outcare), Kim Crabb (Outcare),
Cheryl Cassidy~ Vernon (Youth Legal Service),
Jude Bridgland~Sorenson (Edith Cowan University),
Meredith Turnbull (Youth Affairs Council of WA)
Researcher: Kirsten Janke (PH: 6263 8622)

I .............................. have been provided with information about the Outcan·

project, "An examination of the transitional support needs for young people leaving
detention".

I have read the infonnation sheet and any questions I have asked have been answered to

rnv satisfaction.
I :~.gree that Outcare will record thl! Interview and that the recording can be utilized In
Outcare for the sole purpose of contributing to its findings.
1Yly name will not bJ made public in any reports or publications which emerge from
research.

th,,

You may, if you wish, use a pseudonym.
J understand th:J! I am free to wilhdraw from further participation at any tirne, withfJul
explanation or penalty.

Signature ................. .
Witnessed by ........ ..
Date

Information Sheet for Parents
An examination of the transitiorwl support needs for young pcupk
leaving detention.
Proj eel :\1 a nagc men! C l"llll p:

Pc1c1· Sirr ( 0 ul C<l rt'), 1\. i rn C r~1 hll ( 0 ul!.::l re ),

Cheryl Cassidy~VenHHI (Youth Legal Scr\'icc) •
.Jude Bridglarul-Sorcilson (Edith Cowan l'nivcrsity),
Mcn•dith Turn hull (Youth Affairs Couucil of \VA)
Hcscnrchcr:

The

purpos~

gct nut

Th~

Llf

Kil·stcn.l:wl.:c (PI-I: 6263 N(•2:!)

of the study is to lind out 11hat kind

1)f

help

~oung

pcupk llL't:d 11-hcn the~

detenl!un.

n:search project is being undertaken by Outcarc :md :1lso as JX•r·t nr the 1\.:quiremL'Ill~

of;m Honnurs thesis at Edith Co11.1n

Llnivt:rsit~--

We 11ill bL' spt:;lking hl

~nung

PL'''pk·

11ithin the Penh metropolitJn area. \fo names 11ill he usi!d 111 the stud:. :111d :ill
p~lrticip:Hion

is <;!lltirely \'oluntary.

\Ve \\'ill ask the )Ollng person a fe1v qu"'stions 1111 11hy he or shL' l"e-·,,rrl'lhkd

~111J

11l1;1t

1\·ould h:nl' m:Kk: :1 difli::rence in terms L>fsupport sL'nicL's.

The :-;chcduled

inte1·vie1~

11ill last

approximatd~

-l-0 minutes :md 11ill be t:lpc-l'l'l'orded

and transcribed. 1\'hil'h partio.:ipants 11ill be able to edit to their

s~llisfa~.:~il>ll.

1"11

protectthl·

) Clung persons' pri v::u.: y the recordings 11 iII be erased :1lie1· L'Oill pkt iPn uf the pruil'l't.

H

~dt

Outca.re
If jl<.lrtl!:ipants.
11<.1)

through.

rlw results

at any tin11.!,

tlh.:n

nr til~

that's

don't lt:el like answering. a

que~tionur

11ish

111

drnp nut h;IIJ'-

line too.

research study will be :1vailable through

()utc<.lr~.: 11ith1n

the nc.\t

k11

months.

If ILHI 11<.1111111nre inforlllation :Jboutlhe slud). ;.nu can cunlact
Pll (J~(JJ X6~2

1-\ir~IL'Il

.l<.mkc :ll OutC<.lt\:

The Honnurs study has been :1pproved by the [(T J{t:-;L'<Irch

l'·:tllic~

CummitlCL'. If you hc\\e any COilCL'J'Il or compl:lints uhoutthc rcse:u·ch ~tud: :tnd 11i~h 1"
[<.Ilk 10 an independent person. )Oll ma\· COill<\C[ the R..:sl':m.:h [thics unicer· <II l:l l' !Ill
()3(1-1

2170.

r1w11h: )'llll
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Outcare
PARENT CONSENT FORM

An examination or lhC:' transilional support nt.·eds for young people

lea\'ing detention
Projt·ct Management Group: Peter Sirr (Outcarc), Kim Crabb (Outcarc),
Cheryl Cassidy~Vcrnou (Youth Legal St·rvit·c),
Jude Bridgland-Sorcnson (Edith Cowllniwrsity)
1\'lcrcdith T'Jrnlmll (Youth Affairs Council of\\'..\)
Researcher: Kirsten Janke (6263 6822)

I have been provided with information about the Outcare research project. "An
examination of the transitional support needs for young people lcm·ing detention".
I have rend the mformation sheet and
nl)

an~

questions I ha\e asked have been ans\\ercd

10

satisraction.

I agree that Outcare will record the lnterview rmd that the recording can be utilized by
Outcare for the sole purpose of contributing to its findings.
Pnnicipants" names will not be made public in nny reporls or publications which emerge
from this research.
I understand that participants are free to withdnm from further part"tcipat"ton at any time.
without explanation or penalty.

I am the parent/guardian of ....................................... and give consent for her/him
to participate in the interview.

Signature: .
Date: .....
\Vitnessed by: .

